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BSU shares spirit of Black History Month

In Brief
BY MARY BETH
BARKER
NEWS EDITOR
FACE AIDS today
Come help this student
campaign in its effort to raise
$1 million to fight AIDS in
Africa. The first meeting will
be held today in UC 113 at
12:30 p.m.
See The Vagina Monologues
at UCSD for free
The Women's Center is
offering USD students the
chance to see The Vagina
Monologues on Saturday
evening at UCSD. Students
are also invited to attend a
pre-performance dinner to
discuss the play. The event is
being held in honor of V-Day,
a global campaign to end
violence against women and
girls.
Apply for Teach for Amer
ica
The fourth and final dead
line for Teach For America
applications is Feb. 18. Teach
For America is a highly se
lective organization, which
places recent college gradu
ates in rural and urban lowincome communities to serve
as teachers for two years.
Corps members are dedi
cated to eliminating educa
tional inequity in this country.
Visit www.teachforamerica.
org to learn more about the
movement and apply online.

BY CORY MILLER
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
The words "I have a dream"
hold special meaning in the
month of February as the nation
celebrates Martin Luther King
Jr.'s achievements as well as
many others during Black His
tory Month.
Throughout the nation mu
seums are dedicating exhibits
to influential African-Ameri
cans, cities are holding parades
and important dates are being
celebrated in Black history.
The Black Student Union is
bringing the spirit of the Black
History Month to our campus
through various groups and
speakers.
Sophomore and Co-Presi
dent of BSU, Skyla Barnes
said that their goal is, "To bring
awareness to the campus about
Black History Month not just
during the month of February,
but to peoples' lives in general,
RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA
because there is a lot of Black Students share their heritage during Black History Month by participating in a traditional African dance.
history that is not in standard
Orphans Choir sing and dance history of slavery through a dren often lack food, adequate
history books."
clothing and an education.
fable.
BSU has already brought in Solomon Hall.
There is a program estab
The
Black Storytellers
At the same event the Ugan
energy to USD by arranging
an African dance ensemble fulfilled the BSU goal of pro dan Orphans Choir performed. lished in Uganda and other
performance in front of the viding a different view from Orphaned by the AIDS epi countries through Childcare
UC, hosting the Black Story standard textbooks on Afri demic that has plagued the Worldwide that provides the
See HISTORY, page 4
tellers and having the Ugandan can history by conveying the African continent, these chil

All-Faith Service is 'uplifting and inspiring'
BY ADRIENNE LUDWIG
STAFF WRITER

USD mourns death of a stu
dent
Fri., Jan. 26, alumna Laura
(Berwager) Mankey died in
a helicopter accident caused
by mechanical issuess. A
member of NROTC, Mankey
reveieced her B.A. in phys
ics and a minor in math. This
wonderful woman and dedi
cated student will be dearly
missed.
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Students carry international flags during Service processional.

The theme for USD's 14th
Annual All Faith Service was,
"Gathered in Light: Culti
vating Peace." A pamphlet
handed out before the service
on Thurs., Feb. 8 said, "With
divisions and wars so evident
in many parts of the world, the
need for peace is stronger than
ever. Witnessing by prayer is
a way for all religions to over
come divisions and to build
peace."

Although USD is a Catho
lic university, it has "a respect
for all the individual religious
traditions represented in its
community."
The service was full of
positive energy from all the
different faiths integrated into
it. During the processional,
people walked down the aisle
holding flags from different
countries around the world, re
inforcing the importance of di
versity. The Founders Chapel
Choir was lively while singing

See FAITH, page 4
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BY MARY BETH
BARKER
NEWS EDITOR

Amy Ann English

population, one of the
highest in the world. Not
only that, but there are
predictions that the land
of Rwanda will no longer
be able to support its
population by 2030.
Recently,
govern
ment officials have been
working hard to gain the
church's support. If the
proposal goes through,
President Paul Kagame
hopes to cut the birth rate
of Rwanda in half.

Iraq closes its borders
For three days, as part
Vanessa Guzman
of a new security plan,
Managing Editor
M a r y B e t h B a r k e r Iraq will seal off its bor
N e w s E d i t o r ders between Iran and
Syria.
Sarah Miller
This is part of Gen
Opinion Editor
Gambar's plan to divide
Patrick Brady
S p o r t s E d i t o r Baghdad into 10 differ
ent security zones. This
Ashley McLean
effort
is being made to
Feature Editor
Andrew Marzoni
eradicate spies and insur
A r t s & C u l t u r e E d i t o r gents within Baghdad's Russia's army used as
Mahina Tuteur
sex slaves
borders.
C a m p u s F o c u s Editor
Allegations have been
After the three day
Kate Sullivan
period, officials revealed levied against older Rus
C h i e f C o p y E d i t o r that the closed borders sian soldiers, accusing
Liz Buckley
would open, but not them of subjecting new
Copy Editor
recruits to inapropriate
completely.
Mark Heisey
The exact date of the sexual circumstances.
Copy Editor
The supposed sex
border closing has not
Ryan Brennan
slaves were beaten or
)een specified.
Photo Editor
tortured until they would
Lauren Byrne
agree
to submit to the
Family size suppressed
Design Editor
older member's advanc
in Rwanda
Melissa Lucas
es.
The
Rwandan
govern
Design Editor
Victims claim these
ment is putting forward
Andrew Woodbury
a proposal that would abuses are part of a larger
Web Editor
Christine Haskell
imit Rwandan families sex slave circle. New
Director of Finance
to no more than three recruits are said to have
Liz Gonzalez
been "sold" through the
chlidren.
Ad. Manager
This is in reponse internet or phone calls for
Mallory Waters
to the rapid increase in large amounts of money.
Associate Editor
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Amanda Fernandez
Advertising Rep

Charlie Farra
Distribution Manager
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The Vista publication is written and edited by
USD students and funded by revenues generated
by advertising and a student fee. Advertising
material published is for information purposes
only and is not to be construed as an expressed
or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University. The
Vista office is located in the lower level of the
University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego. CA 92110
The first copies of the newspaper are complimen
tary, all copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in The Vista other than
unsigned editorials are the opinions of the writers
or columnists and not necessarily those of The
Vista staff.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista
office. Letters should be limited to 300 words and
must be signed. For identification purposes. USD
identification numbers and writer's year must be
included in the letter. The Vista reserves the right
to edit published letters. Any content sent to the
editor will be considered for publication unless
otherwise stated.

One conscript claims
they went as far as tor
turing him with electric
shocks until he caved.
According to medical
officials, injuries were
severe enough in some
cases to warrant amputa
tion.
The ministry spokes
man in Moscow says
that the claimants are
mentally unbalanced and
determined to discredit
the agency.
Currently, all abuse
cases are under review, as
are the soldiers who have
been named responsible.

Uganda sends troops in
support of Somalia
Tuesday
Uganda's
parliament approved the
deployment of Ugandan
troops to Somalia. These
efforts are part of Uganda
joining Somalia in an Af
rican Union peacekeep
ing mission.
The troops will also
serve as peacekeepers,
protecting
Somalia's
weakened
government
until it is re-established.
During
this
time,
Ugandan troops will also

assist in training a new
Somalian army.
Currently the troops
are expected to stay in
the capital Mogadishu
for six months. There,
they will defend against
Islamic extremists who
constantly attack both
the government
and
Ethiopian troops already
stationed there.

Chimps use tools too?
Researchers claim to
have found recent evi
dence that supports the
claim of a primal stone
age.
Their findings show
that humans and chimpamzees had a common
ancestor which began to
use tools seven million
years ago. Specialists
question which of the two
species began to use tools
first.
Other evidence in
favor of the chimpanzees
includes a stone tool ap
parently used for crack
ing nuts about 4,300
years ago.
These discoveries have
also supported the claim
that learning or passing

down information as
complex as using tools
is not exclusive to
humans or impossible
for chimpanzees.

Chinese ask for space
weapons treaty
Chinese
Foreign
Ministry
spokes
woman Jiang Yu has
joined Russia and
other countries in the
recent call for a space
weapons treaty. He
believes talks to ne
gotiate a treaty would
"advocate the peaceful
use of space, and advo
cates strengthening in
ternational exchanges
and cooperation on the
peaceful use of outer
space."
This peaceful idea
was called into ques
tion when a Chinese
test missile exploded
in
an
inoperative
weather satellite.
Scientific experts
also express concern
that debris created
from such tests could
cause damage to or
interfere with other
satellites in orbit.

County chairman takes a stand on public health
BY MEGHAN
ANDERSON
STAFF WRITER

Chairman Ron Rob
erts of the San Diego
County Board of Super
visors addressed citizens
and lobbyists on the
critical issues of health
and security in Shiley
Theatre in a State of the
County address.
One of the first
issues discussed was
the strained healthcare
system. Ron Roberts
expressed that this issue
was especially preva
lent now that the sale of
Paradise Valley Hospital
was a hot topic.
Roberts said that he
and his colleagues were
willing to contribute five
million dollars to en
hance the care and coor
dination of San Diego's
healthcare system.
He also felt the care
and coordination could
be enhanced through the
formation of committees

and state grants.
Roberts also addressed
childhood obesity. "A
healthy community starts
with healthy children,"
Roberts said.
He also provided the
audience with statistics
such as that one fourth
of all students are obese
and one third of those
students could develop
diabetes. He proposed
efforts in the classroom,
citing the correlation
between high academics
and good fitness.
His proposal about
dealing with childhood
obesity at the classroom
level begins with the Su
perintendent providing
more training to Physi
cal Education teachers.
A DVD is in the works
that will be given to
the schools advising
the Physical Education
teachers how to teach
quality exercise pro
grams.
He and the board
hope this will give the

children the skills and San Diego schools it's
tools they need to have a national model. San
healthy childhood and Pasquel opened in 2001
adulthood.
with the goal of a place
Roberts then tied in where foster teens could
childhood obesity into have a stable place to
a percieved problem leam and live. Gradua
of food stamps. Low tion among foster teens
income families have a is rare and very difficult
high rate of childhood because of their everobesity.
changing living situa
Roberts suggests that tion.
this is due to the fact that
However, this school
junk food can be pur is proving successful
chased with food stamps for these teens with it's
in large quantities. Thus, graduation rate of 93
he is proposing a bill that percent. Not only do that
states that nutritional many graduate, one third
needs should be factored of the students go on to
into food stamp require a four year university.
ments.
Roberts then excitedly
This fall he also is announced that the acad
calling for a provision emy was being expand
that will prohibit the ed, so that up to 50 more
purchase of junk food students could attend.
or candies with food
The expansion is pos
stamps.
sible through a public
Still on the topic of and private partnership.
children, Roberts spoke He is not sure when they
of San Diego's San will break ground, but
Pasquels Foster Acad he hopes that San Diego
emy. This school is not will be as happy as he
only noteworthy among and the board are about

the school and it's suc
cess.
The address was not
all about the positive
things going in San
Diego, Roberts spoke
of the need for improve
ments too. There were
a number of things he
felt the county needed
to work on in order to
better itself.
One of these matters
is disaster preparedness.
Roberts said there was a
need for a more efficient
communication system
between all the depart
ments (fire, law, etc.) in
the times of a disaster.
Right now the county
is on two different sys
tems so that complete
cooperation is rarely
possible. Roberts was
pleased to announce
that all the agencies will
be brought under one
system making emer
gency situations run
seamlessly.

See COUNTY, page 6
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Law school and IPJ host
the "War Power Debate"
BY MAHINA TUTEUR
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR

Human rights defenders
gathered for a candlelight vigil
in front of the Joan B. Kroc In
stitute for Peace and Justice on
Monday evening to protest the
presence of John Yoo, architect
of the Patriot Act and author of
the infamous "Torture Memo,"
and the brutal torture that his
writings legally allow.
As part of San Diego's Tor
ture Abolition Month, the War
Power Debate brought together
Professor Yoo, a professor of
law at the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley, and USD
law professor Michael Ramsey,
to discuss the original intent of
the Constitution with regards to
the Presidential and Congres
sional balance of power, and
its influence on contemporary
interpretation. The question
was: can the President use force
without consent of Congress?
The debate is a timely response
to the power struggle between
President Bush and Congress
over the proposed troop surge

in Iraq.
The War Power Debate was
sponsored by The Center for
the Study of Constitutional
Originalism, new at USD Law,
which was founded on the no
tion that the Constitution is not
a living document and is not
subject to interpretation. Dr.
Yoo remarked that USD is home
to the country's best collection
of originalist scholars.
Yoo participated in drafting

the War Power authorization,
which Congress passed after
9/11, giving President Bush un
limited power during wartime.
He is allowed to attack any
country without Congressional
approval if the U.S. is already
involved in war. Yoo said that
Congress must authorize war,
except in cases of self-defense.
Yoo and Ramsey differed
in their interpretations of the
"Declare War" clause in the US

Are you interested
in Advertising?
Markerting?

Zac Ornsby/The Vista
Constitution. Yoo understood
it as a formal declaration while
Ramsey recognized it as either
formal or any open attack on an
other country. Ramsey claimed
that the clause puts an important
limit on presidential power, and

exists because of that reason.
Yoo and Ramsey agreed
that the check on the President
comes from Congressional ap
proval of war appropriations.
See

Torture, page 15
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Need some business
experience?

The Vista
needs advertising
representatives.
Work with local and national
companies while gaining valuable
work experience.
Contact Ad Manager,
Liz Gonzalez at 619-260-4714 or email at lgonzalez@usdvista.com
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Musicians bring message of understanding

seek unity
FAITH, continued
orphans with many songs throughout
the service. Also, five USD students
gave a prayer of intercession during
the service.
Guests included Zaki Zanaid, a
volunteer at the Islamic Center of
San Diego, who gave a Muslim Cal
to Prayer at the service. Dr. Lewis
Lancaster gave a Buddhist reflec
tion in which he said, "Peace has
allowed us to survive throughout the
centuries... like parents caring for
children."
Lancaster also said, "If we have
an instant flash of passion... then we
can know all is well."
Rabbi Susan Freeman celebrated
her first All-Faith Service at USD
with a closing prayer in Hebrew.
"The experience and ability to eel
ebrate a diverse community is uplift
ing and inspiring," Freeman said.
In regards to this year's theme,
reeman said, "It is very fitting to
the world situation and, I think, to
the vision of the leaders of the world
religions."
Also, there was a temple dance
created by Neha Patel. Five young
women were in the dance. They kept
the service attendees engaged with
their beautiful, vibrant costumes and
their fascinating dance.
Lorena Saucedo, sophomore, was
attending her first All Faith Service
"I came with my friends and I didn't
enow what to expect, but I liked it,
she said.
Also, senior Pamela Belloso said,
I thought it was nice to bring all
the faiths together... I think all the
arayers were directed toward grati
Me."
Exciting job opportunities for students

MELISSA LUCASAHE VISTA

To kick off Black History Month BSU sponsored a nooner in front of the UC featuring dance and drum group Malaikas

HISTORY, continued
housing, food, clothing and educational
opportunities.
The group of children, who ranged in
age from nine to 13 years, energetically
shared traditional harvest and hunting
songs with the audience. Alex, the choir
leader from Uganda, told the crowd that
they were, "sharing the joy that we have
through singing and dancing."
The children tour to raise awareness
and funds for their brothers, sisters and
TAKE A

in information Technology Services!
ITS is launching the Student
Technology Assistance Program in

TO LUNCH

which students assist faculty with
increasing the use Web and multi

TUESDAY-FEB. 20th

media technology in their curriculum

12:15-2 p.m.

and in the classroom.

UC Forum A & B

The successful candidates possess

Come network with USD alumni and

strong web and multi-media skills.

get advice about majors, internships

Experience with desktop applications

and jobs!

such as MS Word and Photoshop is a
plus as well. Under the supervision of

GUEST SPEAKER

ITS, STA students will be paired with

Vic Salazar from

a faculty member during the Spring

NBC San Diego

semester to produce creative materials
that will enhance instruction, teaching
and learning experiences. This

ROUND-TRIP AIRFARE to any
where in the continental US!

is an excellent opportunity!
Presentation of the Live Responsibly
Please visit http://www.sandiego.

Scholarship winners!

edu/sta/
for additional information and send us

Tickets: $5 at the UC Box Office or

an email at itservices@sandiego.edu

online at http://alumni.sandiego.edu

for more information and to schedule
an interview. Don't delay!

Presented by the
Student Alumni Association

friends who have yet to find a sponsor so
they can have the same opportunities that
the Ugandan Orphans Choir now has.
Barnes hopes their programs will
"expand peoples' knowledge of other
cultures" which in turn will help "others
to have better experiences in their life."
Barnes didn't have any strong critique
of the school with regard to the lack of
racial diversity, but urged USD to "go
out into the local high-schools that are
made up of minority students and spread

the word on USD, that it is an option,
and to check out the campus."
The World Beat Center African
Dance and Drum Ensemble will perform
under the bill "A Night to Celebrate Rich
Heritage" tonight in UC Forum A & B.
The event will feature keynote speaker
Chuck Embers, hors d'oeuvres, dinner
and a raffle. The BSU Dance will be
held Mar. 2 in Salomon Hall from 8-12
p.m. All events are free and open to the
public.

Keynote lecture series
stresses need for diversity
VANESSA GUZMAN
MANAGING EDITOR
"We assume that we want a diverse
faculty and student body, but why do
we want these things? This needs to be
explained," Gail Perez, associate Eng
lish professor said.
"Diversity has turned into more of
a buzzword now and we [the univer
sity] should begin to understand this
concept."
Perez worked with the United Front
Multicultural Center, Ethnic Stud
ies and other organizations to bring
Caroline Turner, a nationally known
scholar of race and ethnicity in higher
education, to speak in the UC.
Turner, a professor in the Division
of Educational Leadership and Policy
Studies at Arizona State University
will be addressing ways to substan
tively change the university.
She argues that, based on her re
search, students who attend non-di
verse schools are not getting a quality
education.

She explains that diversity in faculty
leads to diversity in scholarly output,
thus creating a more welcoming edu
cational setting.
While search committees are not
widely understood, scholars have
studied how they can be conducted in
order to bring in the widest possible
selection of candidates. Turner offers
her strategies for recruiting and retain
ing a diverse faculty.
Perez explains that diversity can
include ad hoc events like speakers,
workshops and cultural events, but
these leave the university fundamen
tally unaltered unless change occurs.
"We all have a stake in our learning
environment, diversity is not just for
people of color. Educated people are
expected to understand perspectives
and histories that differ from their
own," Perez said.
"All students should feel that they
are missing out if they know, even
subconsciously, that they are receiving
a narrow education and are not having
new experiences."
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public safety report
Laguna Hall: At approxi
mately 12:33 p.m. Pub
lic Safety responded to
a report of the vandal
ism of two exterior hall
doors. Upon investiga
tion the door handles
were found to have been
forcibly sawed off or re
moved from the doors.
Malier Hall: At approxi
mately 6:56 p.m Public
Safety responded to a
complaint of two indviduals skateboarding
on campus. Upon inves
tigation the indviduals
were contacted and ad
vised of the university's
skateboarding policy.
Malier Hall: At approxi
mately 9:01 p.m. Public
Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated
female student. Upon in
vestigation the student
was contacted, identi
fied, evaluated by para

medics and transported to the man who handed individuals were idento the hospital for pos her the ipod and ran tifed and advised of the
university's skateboard
sible alcohol poisoning. off.
ing policy.
University Center: At ap San Miguel: At approxi
Crossroads: At approximately 10:58 a.m. mately 7:40 p.m. Resi
2:18 a.m.
Public Safety responded dent Assistants cited
to a report of the theft three resident students Public Safety responded
of a cell phone from an in the presence of alco to a report of an intoxi
cated female student.
hol.
unsecured office.
Upon investigation the
Vista Area: At approxi Manchester Village: At ap student was contacted,
mately 8:07 p.m. Public proximately 12:39 a.m. identified, and was vol
Safety responded to a Public Safety responded untarily transported to
report of an attempted to a complaint of exces Detox.
theft from a vehicle on sive noise coming from
campus. Upon investiga a resident hall room. Maher Hall: At approxi
tion the owner of the ve Upon investigaton the mately 10:05 p.m. Resi
hicle stated that as she residents were contact dent Assitants cited
was approaching her ed and complied with four resident students
vehicle she saw a white the request to keep the for Minor in Possession
and three resident stu
male with two border noise level down.
dents for being in the
collies in her vehicle.
presence of alcohol.
Tech
Center:
At
apAs she approached the
9:27 p.m.
vehicle the man got
out and began walking Public Safety responded Missions A: At approxi
away. Upon entering to a complaint of four mately 10:26 p.m. Resi
her vehicle she noted individuals skateboard dents Assitants cited
that her ipod was miss ing on campus. Upon one resident student for
ing; she then called out investigation the four Minor in Possession and

one resident student for
being in the presence of
alcohol.
Missions A: At approxi
mately 2:41 a.m. Public
Safety responded to
a complaint of exces
sive noise coming from
a resident hall room.
Upon investigation the
residents were contact
ed and complied with
the request to keep the
noise level down.
Borrego: At approximate
ly 8:58 p.m. Public Safe
ty responded to a report
of theft of an unsecured
bicycle from infront of a
resident hall room.

if you need help or see
something suspicious, con
tact Public Safety at ext.
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The 2006 Torero Days Board

ARE YOU...

Ryan McCormack - Chair
Carolina Argote
Susan Davis
Bradford Bosley
Meghan Dooley
David Buster
Brittany Estrada
Nicole Caya
Juan Lopez
Cammy Childs
Jen Milosch

A JUNIOR WITH AT LEAST 60 UNITS?
IN THE TOP 35% OF YOUR CLASS?
(For 07/08 - 3.23 cum GPA at end of Fall Semester '06 or Jan '07
Intersession)
EXPERIENCED IN SCHOLARSHIP, LEADERSHIP, AND
SERVICE?
IF YOU MEET THESE REQUIREMENTS, YOU ARE INVITED TO
BE
CONSIDERED FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
THE ALCALA SENIOR HONOR SOCIETY
CHAPTER OF MORTAR BOARD,
THE NATIONAL COLLEGE SENIOR HONOR SOCIETY.
ITHER CALL (x)4720 OR STOP BY HUGHES 302 TO OBTAIN MORE
INFORMATION.
INFORMATION PACKETS ARE DUE BY FRIDAY, FEBRUARY
16, 2007.

Would like to congratulate the following students on
their selection to the
2007 Torero Days Board

Nicole Caya - Chair
Bradford Bosley •
Rachel Freeman
Liz Gonzalez
Bridget Granados
Boyan Kelchev
Fabian Krishna

Melissa Lamoureux
Paula Mooreal
Bryana Pickford
Kathryn Smith
Tanya Susoev
Louis Vargas
Andrew Woodbury

February 15, 2007
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Public positively responds
to Roberts' county address
COUNTY, continued

of pollution.
The atmosphere at the reception
was
positive and many members of the
Issues of the waterfront and the en
vironment were also on the improve audience had good things to say about
ment agenda. The waterfront or "front both Roberts and the address. Deana
porch of our county" as Roberts puts Carter, a graduate of USD said "I was
it, is in need of preservation and beau- very glad to hear about the beautifica
tification. The board wants to preserve tion of the waterfront, that will do a lot
the waterfront through the building for San Diego."
When asked as to why USD was
of a park, especially the waterfront
in front of the county administration the location of this important event
she responded with "There is no more
buildings.
Parks like Balboa and Mission beautiful a place." Jack Orr, a lobbyist
Bay are the inspiration for this new as well as another spectator could not
venture. Ultimately, Roberts and the have agreed more, saying, "It is just
board think that this beautification the loveliest university, and I am as
project will enhance the beauty of the tounded every time I am here by how
clean it is."
city internally as well as physically.
When asked about the address he
San Diego wants clean air and Rob
erts wants to be the one to make that said, "Robert's focus on assisting
happen. Last year San Diego County young people is excellent and impor
was the most improved county in tant."
Others such as Don Parent, public
terms of the reduction of ozone rays.
This year the county is strongly affairs for San Diego Electric noted
encouraging San Diegans to buy elec the relevance of the issues brought up
tric cars to prevent pollution. In their in the address.
"The rebirth of the electric car was
efforts involving air, they will once
an
important topic as well as childhood
again have the Lawnmower Trade-In
obesity." Parent said.
program.
The positive atmosphere that
This program allows owners to ex
emerged
from and during the discus
change old lawnmowers for a newer,
electric lawnmower. Last year this sig sion bodes well for the future public
nificantly cut down pollution; close to support of Roberts' ambitious initia
the equivalent of 125,000 car's worth tives.

The Vista
Classifieds

"Looking for homes to buy in San Diego? We just found a
1 bedroom just blocks to the bay for 279K! We just found a 1
bedroom condo in mission beach for under 365K!
Call us, so we can find something for you! -Seth O'Byrne
858.869.3940 USD Alum and RE/MAX Agent"

North Mission Beach House for rent.
Oceanside. Available 07/08
academic year. Move in 8/31/07.
2 Bedroom/2 Bath $1800/ month.
Utilities not included. $2000 security
deposit. Furnished. 2 car
garage. Washer/dryer. Only 2 renters.
Contact pla615@sbcglobal.net.

International Aquatics opportunities!
Water Safety Instructors needed to be a part of the Camp
AdventureTM aquatics team throughout Asia and Europe for
the summer 2007. Must be Red Cross certified.
Worthwhile experience with youth, 12 hours college credit,
airfare paid and a living stipend. For more information contact
Susan Edginton at Susan.Edginton@uni.edu or call 319-2735947. Please include your prior experience, age, GPA and
school attending.
www.campadventure.com

——

SETH 0'BYRNE, REALTOR RE/MAX ASSOCIATES LA JOLLA
858.869.3940-SETH@SETHOBYRNE
.COMi
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interiaith dialogue is everyone's responsibilty
USD offers unique opportunity for students to understand other cultures

BY SARAH MILLER
OPINION EDITOR

Regardless of how critically one
person reads or listens to the news, it
is hard to disregard radical extremists'
presence in religion. All sides of every
opinion exist, but some religious per
spectives seem to be taking over the
social dialogue throughout the world
blocking news on what other religious
organizations are doing.
Whether an Islamic suicide bomber
blows up a group of civilians or a farright Christian group usurps political
commentary in the US, misperceptions
and false assumptions about religion
abound in our social dialogue.
The media is largely to blame with
its delight in focusing on the negative
side of any event, secular or religious.
Yet, the media is not the only party
to blame here. We all are aware how
easily the facts can be misattributed,
falsely quoted and generally misun
derstood.
It is each individual's responsibil
ity to ensure that he gets both sides
of any issue. In light of this, it has
become imperative to actively seek to
understand and cooperate with people

RYAN FISHERAHE VISTA

Every semester, USD holds an All-Faith Service to foster interfaith dialogue and pro
mote peace between different faiths around the world.

of different backgrounds. Interfaith
dialogue is a fundamental aspect to es
tablishing networks based on trust and
respect between different cultures.
USD, on the whole, is doing a great
job of promoting interfaith dialogue
with our diverse and esteemed theol
ogy department and the recently held
All-Faith Service.
Various professors in our Theol
ogy and Religious Studies department
specifically-and the greater university
as well-have spent much time further
ing cultural understanding through

interfaith dialogue and social inclu
sion, including Dr. Bahar Davary, Dr.
Tsomo, Dr. Orlando Espin and Rev.
Ron Pachence to name a few.
USD students in particular have
an unparalleled opportunity to further
their understanding of how religion
plays a role in our world. The three
general education courses required
in Theology and Religious Studies at
USD provide ample opportunity for
students to learn the tenets behind
Buddhist prayers or hear about what
the Islamic community in San Diego

is doing to promote social welfare and
justice—something in which some
USD students are greatly involved.
Interfaith dialogue holds a special
place in world affairs and is pertinent
to more than just one discipline. As
students with the opportunity to learn
about all religions, it is important to do
our part.
Since the focus of media attention
on religion is primarily negative, it is
necessary to do personal research or
take a class on a specific topic to hear
a positive or unique angle on any re
ligion.
The media's harmful methods of
reporting only sensational events
don't help with the general reputation
of any organization or people. More
often than not, these methods make it
so groups must take preventative mea
sures to ensure understanding between
groups.
Thus, acknowledging and partici
pating in interfaith dialogue by taking
diverse religious courses, going to the
bi-annual All-Faith Service, attend
ing local Interfaith social events and
expanding your repertoire of light
reading become crucial to reducing the
biases that may arise from unchecked
or misinterpreted news.
I commend USD for their participa
tion in these dialogues and urge every
one to look further into the possibilities
that interfaith dialogue has in our world
today. Students should take advantage
of the opportunity that thology general
education requirements offer them and
look into taking a religion course out
side of his or her own faith.

Sudden death of Anna Nicole Smith tops media coverage
CULTISH FOLLOWING OF CELEBRITY SHAMES REAL
BY STEPHEN BRITT
STAFF WRITER

In case you were living under a rock
for the past week, Anna Nicole Smith,
a woman who became famous for mar
rying an 89-year-old billionaire who
was 63 years her senior, died last week
at age 39.
The sudden death of this pop icon
prompted 24-hour news stations to be
sent into some sort of frenzy as if we
had experienced a modem tragedy.
Excuse me for sounding somewhat
callous at this tragic death, but was this
truly to be so unexpected? A woman
who had a reality show that chronicled
the life of someone who was obvi
ously on many drugs and who hired
a full-time lawyer to make sure she
didn't do something stupid (like walk
into oncoming traffic) while high, died
prematurely.
Yet in our era of celebrity worship,
her death was received with the same
shock of Princess Diana and became
the water-cooler conversation for the
remainder of the week. Conspiracy
theories have already sprung up that
her lawyer, Howard Stern (unrelated
to the radio-show host) had some sort

of hand in the death of Smith and her Year.
son.
Will we be asked one day by our
Ironically the same month that our grandkids where we were when we
entire news media found out Anna
swarmed onto the
Smith
What she represents Nicole
story of Anna Nicole's
died?
tragedy, the number of
One can only
is the idea that
coalition troops who
hope not. If that
are dying in Iraq has
were to happen, it
intelligence means
increased to an average
would mean that
of 3.9 per day, accord
nothing in determining she had become
ing to the Iraq Coali
an icon of our
tion Casualty Count.
time,
someone
success so long
Hundreds of coura
who represented
geous men and women
what our country
as you are beautiful
are sacrificing their
was about. Then
lives abroad every
again, since it
and willing to take
month but somehow
seems to be what
this is page 10 of the
off your clothes and everyone is dis
newspaper
cover
cussing, perhaps
age because someone
eventually marry
the tragedy is that
who became famous
she does represent
for being the most
someone for money. what our country
public and obvious
truly is about.
Stephen Britt
gold digger of all time
But what does
passed away.
Smith represent?
These brave indi
Is she a modern
viduals no older than
version of the
most students at our university who pin-up girls from the 1940s or simply a
die tragically in battle take a back-seat symbol of a sick success story? I sup
story to the death of Playmate of the pose going from working in a low-rent

HEROES
strip club in Texas to a national celeb
rity could be some sort of success—but
at what cost? Forfeiting one's dignity
for money can hardly be seen as an
enviable position to be in.
What she represents is the idea
that intelligence means nothing in de
termining success so long as you are
beautiful and willing to take off your
clothes and eventually marry someone
for money.
One can only hope that the glori
fication of Smith that has come since
her death does not encourage others to
follow her example.
My point is not to denounce the fact
that there obviously is some shock that
comes when a celebrity dies—particu
larly one younger than 40. The prob
lem is the amount of coverage to the
point where hour-long specials pop up
immediately following her death.
24-hour news channels transform
into Anna Nicole's reality show and
it seems like the world stops simply
because this strange symbol of what is
wrong with America has died.
Yet many young people much more
worthy of our honor are dying halfway
across the world and people don't seem
to take notice.
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Bush's budget lacks realistic perspective Global warming issue
BY COURTNEY HOFFMAN
STAFF WRITER

President Bush's recent
$2.9 trillion budget proposal is
founded on tax cuts to stimulate
the economy, increase military
spending in Iraq and Afghani
stan and major cuts in essential
entitlement programs.
Already marred with skepti
cism by the Democrats in Con
gress, Bush's plan claims that
the deficit will be balanced by
2012.
The proposal is a mirror
image of the President's unwav
ering domestic and monetary
policies he has campaigned for
during his terms. However, de
spite the projected confidence,
this plan does not jive with the
political realities of today's ad
ministration.
The budget proposal is
based on faulty assumptions
and a fiscal shortsightedness
that does not remedy the cur
rent predicaments of the state
of the union.
Although there are a few
noteworthy instances, such as
an increase in Pell grants for
low-income college students
and an increase in money for
AIDS treatment around the
globe, those points pall in
comparison to the matters the
President did not address or
even include in his proposal.
First and foremost, the
United States federal deficit is
catastrophic. According to the

Senate Budget Committee's requests $145.2 billion and
brief analysis on Bush's pro $50 billion for 2009 but
posal, gross debt will reach nothing after that. Unless
$9 trillion by the end of 2007. all American involvement
in Iraq magically disappears
Furthermore, in order to fi
nance the outstanding debt, our after 2009 the budget's fiscal
nation must continue to rely on analysis is flawed.
Bush's budget proposal
foreign investment; the United
States is now the world's big is also filled with faulty as
sumptions. The assumption
gest borrower.
The Budget Committee that the economy and federal
states that "we owe Japan more tax revenues will continue to
than $600 billion; China more flourish is a risky endeavor.
than $300 billion; the United Even Rob Portman, Bush's
Kingdom more than $200 bil budget director, described
lion; and 'oil exporters' almost the great leap in faith as "a
$100 billion. In 2005, the cautious approach."
Bush further assumes
United States was responsible
for 65 percent of world bor that the Alternative Mini
rowing, far and away more mum Tax - which is not
accounted for beyond 2007
than any other nation."
Given this stark reality, long- - will increase the taxes of
term budget analysis is critical. millions of middle-income
The nonpartisan Congressional level taxpayers after this
Budget Office determined that year, though both parties
if the tax cuts are to expire in will refuse to allow this to
2010, which Bush is pushing occur.
In the same vein of
for, the "budget gap would
hit $146 billion in 2012 and short-term thinking, a large
continue to widen." Thus, it is component of the proposal
foreseeable that not only will is slashing domestic pro
our debt remain on the rise if grams, but the budget does
the tax cuts are extended with not specify where these cuts
out offsets, but so will our reli are to occur beyond 2008.
Overall, Bush's budget
ance on foreign investment.
Another monetary matter is proposal, while appearing
Bush's failure to incorporate a workable on paper, is em
key component - the projected bedded with flawed assump
war costs beyond 2009. For tions and shortsightedness
the rest of 2007, the President that renders it, in the words
has called for $99.6 billion as of Sen. Kent Conrad (D
emergency supplemental fund - ND) "disconnected from
ing. For 2008 the proposal reality."

heats up worldwide
BY KIRBY BROOKS
GUEST WRITER

Global warming has been a
topic of great concern through
out the international community
since the discovery that fossil
fuels contribute to rising global
temperatures and climate.
The latter half of the century
has already seen melting polar
ice caps and rising sea levels.
This in turn causes extreme
weather events such as floods,
droughts, hurricanes and torna
dos. These examples of extreme
weather have huge effects on the
stability of agriculture, which is
necessary to sustain the ever
growing world population.
On Feb. 2 the International
Panel on Climate Change re
leased a 21-page report that
reported humans as "very
likely" to be the cause of global
warming. The IPCC attributed
the rise in global temperatures
since 1950 to human activity
and, in an unprecedented con
clusion, called global warming
"unequivocal."
Currently the US and Austra
lia are the only nations who have
yet to ratify the Kyoto Protocol.
The United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
calls for nations to limit their
emissions of greenhouse gases.
Currently the Kyoto Protocol
covers over 160 countries, yet

the current Bush administration
has opposed the amendment
because of its possible economic
strain.
Continuously avoiding the
eminent dangers of global
warming puts future generations
at risk. The US is currently the
largest single emitter of green
house gases with the People's
Republic of China coming in
second and India in third.
For the first time ever, Presi
dent Bush spoke of global warm
ing in his latest State of the Union
address. According to CNN.
com, "President Bush called for
the use of more environmentally
friendly technologies to 'con
front the serious challenge of
global climate change.'"
Though the discussion of
possible solutions to curb the
emission of greenhouse gases
is important, our nation remains
severely behind due to our cur
rent administration's refusal to
accept the effects of a quickly
changing environment.
With the recent IPCC release,
hopefully the US will no longer
ignore the seriousness of global
warming and instead will join in
the international battle to reduce
the consumption of fossil fuels.
It is a commitment that all na
tions of the world make in order
to ensure that a stable environ
ment will be available for future
generations.

The Vista CROSSWORD
Edited by Bridget Dixon
ACROSS
1. Opinion editor alias
7. Shows surprise
12. Comes from a land down
under
13. Surfer's commentary
15. "Neither snow nor rain nor
heat..." organization
16. Multiple 2006 Olympic
cities

17.
18.
19.
22.
23.
25.
26.
29.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
41.

Tidy
Warmed
Says more
Sin
Patron
Someone to celebrate
Valentine's Day with
Italian three
Blackbeard's treasure
Precious stones
"Help me,
" Beach
Boys hit
Like diet food
Christmas gift of naughty
children
Of the mouth
23rd greek letter
Joined, like US and Great
Britian
Breakfast, lunch, and din
ner

43. The
of Wrath
45. Common

49.Boardwalk buy
50. Haunch
51. Former Russian rulers
52. Spot

DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Steam bath
Meditated on
Feels anger
Tests for poly-sci grads
CIX minus LVII
Electric or lamprey
East Yorkshire port city
40
and a mule
Contact call of a blackheaded honeyeater
10. One of columbus's three
11. Blackthorn fruits
13. Dummerringo
14. Certain hallucinogenic
drugs
20. Aromas
21. Before Scotia
22. USD mascot
24. Website ending
25. What divas crave
26. Sometimes these must be
removed surgically
27. Spare the
, spoil the
child
28. Lindbergh estimate
29. Calyx
30. Molds

31.
32.
34.
39.

Spanish purse
Not a boy
Mauna
Aphrodite's love child

40. Information
41. Gibson and Brooks
42. Act in a "bearish" manner
44.
Capita

46. Nat. Ocean. Assn.
47. Order for a guard dog
48. Chemical ending
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80's fashion faux pas never in style
BY MOLLIE WATSCHKE

thing. I am currently married to a friend
on Facebook who has one as a joke.
But I've been seeing people doing the
1 thought that everyone had reached "Eurotrash" 80s fashion mullet lately
a general consensus that the 1980s were and it makes me want to vomit on their
a sad period in US history for hair and precious hair.
clothing trends, so why is it that I've
Whenever I would visit particularly
been seeing a resurgence of leggings hick parts of our country as a child, I
and mullets, especially
would
make
around campus?
it a game to
I was sitting in La
count the mul
Paloma today having
lets.
Nothing
an enlightening discus
will
change
sion about the state of
the image of
the USD Wiffle Ball
country music
team when a young man
loving, pickup
walked by and I had to
driving,tobacco
abruptly halt the discus
chewing wastes
sion, turn around and
of space that
stare long and hard at
mullets invoke
the receding figure of
in my mind.
that lone gentlemen.
Mollie Watschke
In Europe they
Don't get me wrong, I
slightly amused
did not do a double take
me, but here
and continue pondering the state of this they revolt me.
man's appearance for another minute
It happened again last week in
or so after he had wandered off to the Aromas. I was also forced to halt my
IPJ because he was particularly attrac conversation due to a revolting sight,
tive. I interrupted my conversation and but it had nothing to do with hair. I saw
train of thought due to one of the most the most hideous outfit on a girl since
repulsive haircuts I have ever seen.
reviewing my first grade class picture
It was straight out of the late 80s or last winter.
early 90s hip-hop movements, except
Now, I had an excuse, side ponytails
his "MC" name was not written in the and hot pink t-shirts were sweeping the
designs on his naked skull. Yes, he had nation and I was a part of the Jazzercise
shaved his hair in such a way that some craze that went along with them. How
sort of design weaved around, what I ever, I was six and obviously incapable
believe to be, an empty head. And to of rational thought.
top it off, he had a mullet. If you are
This girl might have the same excuse,
reading this you know who you are and but it is probably not due to the slow
I am advocating a new haircut for you. development of a child's brain, rather
Mullets as a comedic prop are one the underdevelopment caused by the
STAFF WRITER

They (leggings) are

pointless and do little
to nothing to warm

your legs underneath
that jean mini-skirt
and those Uggs.

Southern California sun.
I digress. She was wear
ing purple leggings with
an orange shirt and an en
tirely differently colored
belt above an average
person's waistline. If she
had had a side ponytail, I
would have run up to her
and demanded the secrets
to the time machine she
must have used to travel
herefrom 1985.
Alas, no side ponytail,
so she must have just
been a fashion victim.
Now the whole belt
thing I am okay with and
maybe an orange shirt
(although as a redhead
I do not allow myself to
wear orange), however
leggings are completely
unacceptable.
I do not understand
why they have come back
to haunt the first decade
of the 21st century, espe
cially as our country is
suffering from epidemic
obesity. For reasons why
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
the general public should
The fashion industry is booming on hip new trends
not wear leggings, please based on 80 s style.
refer to Patrick O'Shea's
article on adult obesity.
And if you find yourself reading this
Qn the USD campus however, obe article with that exact outfit on, go back
sity does not seem to be a problem and to your dorm room or apartment in
leggings should be more of an aesthetic Mission Beach, take off those clothes
issue. They are pointless and do little to and burn them. The 80s are dead and
nothing to warm your legs underneath should stay in the past. Except for the
that jean miniskirt and above those success of the 1984-85 Bears team. We
Uggs.
can bring that fad back.

Creationist exhibits fail to convince a faithful scientist
BY BRIDGET DIXON
STAFF WRITER

So, God created the universe in
seven days. As a science major, I have
major difficulties accepting this as the
truth behind our existence.
However, I am also a practicing
Christian; I respect the Bible and try to
understand it. I want to articulate my
faith and feel validated by my spiritual
beliefs.
Still, critical thinking- not to mention
dozens of biology and chemistry class
es that have begun with a discussion of
evolution and natural selection- have
influenced my opinion on the matter.
Hearing of the various recent decisions
regarding the inclusion/exclusion of
evolution in the curriculum of schools
around the country, inevitably creates
aggravation.
I feel that all of the dissenting fac
tions: the creationists, the Intelligent
Design promoters, and the straight
evolutionists, are not fully embracing
the overall purpose of education.
I have always been told that the
good debate participant will be able
to argue all sides of the topic, despite
their personal opinions. Instead, with
creationism and evolution, we end up
looking like stubborn preschoolers
who argue for their way while cover

ing their ears.
To avoid being hypocritical and "un
cover my ears," I jumped at the idea of
deepening my own understanding of
the science behind creationism.
This past weekend, I had the oppor
tunity to browse the World's Largest
Creationist museum: the Museum of
Creation and Earth History, located in
Santee.
For the appealing price of free, my
friends (also fellow science majors)
and I drove up the 1-8 to see if this es
tablishment could really influence how
we feel on the situation.
While I did not expect to be totally
swayed to the creationist format, the
description of the institution seemed
promising in helping me to clarify
the inner conflict I have being both a
Christian and a scientist.
A branch of the Institute for Cre
ation Research (ICR), visitors to the
museum could expect to be "equipped
as believers with evidences of the
Bible's accuracy and authority through
scientific research" (www.icr.org). The
notion of concrete evidence supporting
creationism sparked my interest.
The museum proved to be intrigu
ing, however, it definitely fell short
of my expectations. The actual set up
of the building was logical, pointing
exhibition attendees in an organized

direction- starting with day one in the
Genesis story.
With each Biblical claim, the
museum accompanied the verse with
nicely framed bullet points of why, for
example, the world did not start with
the Big Bang theory, but rather began
when God supernaturally spoke.
Also, purse-sized pamphlets were
available next to each display in case
the museum attendee wanted to do fur
ther reading.
I was most impressed with the in
terior design of the exhibits, as the
illustrations and murals and various
small curios that depicted each stage of
creation captured the attention of the
observer.
My favorite exhibition room was
what the museum calls the "Garden
Room." In this part, the explanation
of the appearance of creatures is en
hanced by the actual presence of live
organisms. The animal life included
a snake, a tarantula, a cute little neu
rotic hamster running frantically on its
wheel, and, ironically, several different
variety of finches.
These aesthetic pieces were all fine
and nice, but I desired more substance.
So did the substance promote an
understanding of the "science of cre
ation?" Unfortunately, no, For ex
ample, the mini-diorama of Noah's ark

did not explain for me how a male and
female of every animal that now exists
today could fit into this massive boat,
despite the cuteness of the stegosaurus
asleep in its wooden stall. In addition,
the museum dismissed the validity of
radioactive carbon dating, invalidating
all of the information that I have learned
regarding this topic from my classes.
The museum even had a display on the
fallacy of Global Warming.
After reading this, I shut down my
personal attempts to understand their
viewpoint. Perhaps one of the most
telling exhibits in the museum was
the one in which Hitler's biography
was adjacent to Darwin's biography.
Personally, I am distressed that they
would equate the actions of these two
individuals.
Overall, while I expected to glean
information that could help me be a
better faith-filled Christian in a scien
tific era, I instead reinforced my status
as a spiritually-influenced scientist.
I appreciate the effort made by the
experts at the Institute for Creation Re
search, but I am forced to dismiss much
of their so-called evidence in light of
my own expertise in such areas.
However, if you do ever need some
thing to do for a low cost, try it out.
Just be sure it's not a Sunday- that's the
day God rested.
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There are powerful celestial forces at work in your everyday life. The world revolves around the Sun. The Sun is a star. Twelve
Star Signs representing different personality profiles interact with the Planets in predictable cycles. Astrologists are able to trans
late the meaning found in each interaction to help explain the potential challenges and possibilities present in your life.

ARIES (March 21-Apr. 19) Make
plans and refuse to be deterred from
your objective. Just as you attain one
goal, another will emerge. You're on
the highway to success, baby! No
body's gonna slow you down!

TAURUS (Apr. 20-May 20) Your
ideas are rich but still need develop
ment. Try to look at the world as
though you were a cloud instead of an
ant. Once put into perspective, every
thing will begin to fall into place.
•••
GEMINI (May 21-June 21) Feel
like you're being crushed under a
boulder of responsibility? Eat your
spinach and make like Popeye. Once
you've smashed this rock to pieces the
pebbles won't seem so hard to handle.
••••
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Think
of this week as a game of Texas hold
'em. Know when to fold and when to
bet. The opportunity to take a big risk
will soon arise. Wear your poker face,
but don't be afraid to lay your cards on
the table when the time comes.
•••
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) You're
positively magnetic and humming

with energy! This is an excellent time
to start new projects or finish old ones.
Make time for deep belly laughs and
new friends.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) "Ah,
my little darling, it is love at first sight,
is it not, no?" Pepe Le Pew knew what
he wanted and wasn't afraid to pursue
it. Even if you think you stink, you
should give it a t•• vay.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Have you
been wracking up a Karmic debt lately?
Start rebuilding your credit with sweet
deeds and kind words. Open or hold a
door for someone. Let a car merge into
your lane during rush hour. Tell Mom
you love her.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
Nobody knows it, but you've got a
secret smile. That's because the op
portunity you've been waiting for has
finally arrived. Take advantage! No
sense lollygagging about!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) Share some of that confidence and
charisma with those around you. Right

now you have the ability to make just
about anyone smile. It'd be a crying
shame to waste such charm.
itif •••

The Vista's
commitment
to accuracy
See a mistake
in this
issue?

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Forget chocolate! Power and status are
your aphrodisiacs of choice. You're on
the prowl and may find a Leo's lush
mane irresistible.
•••
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Watching out for the needs of others is
second nature to you. This is admira
ble, but don't forget to nurture yourself
as well! Treat yourself to some TLC.
Or better yet, cash in that rain check or
IOU from a loved one.
••••
PISCES (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) There is
no shortage of funding in your creativ
ity bank. Make a withdrawal and put
that imagination to good use. Have you
been putting off a project for a little too
long? Now would be an excellent time
to begin.

The Vista

Send corrections
and
clarifications to:
Managing Editor
Vanessa Guzman
by e-maii:
vguzman@usdvista.
corn

••

or call
our editorial line:

Disclaimer: This is based on the
wisdom and understanding of one
person and is not the product of the
wisdom and understanding of The
Vista staff.

W h a t i s law school?
A p l a c e w h e r e c o n v e n t i o n is r e i n f o r c e d ?

Or more than that?
A p l a c e t o l e a r n a b r o a d r e p e r t o i r e of skills.
A r i g o r o u s c u r r i c u l u m in a s u p p o r t i v e e n v i r o n m e n t .
A n i n t e r s e c t i o n of t h e o r y a n d p r a c t i c e .

Explore the wide scope of the law

in a school devoted to the big picture.

CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW | San Diego
Listen to our weekly podcast: Law in 10 www.cwsl.edu/LawinW
www.CaliforniaWestern.edu

What law school ought to loe!
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SEEING THE WORLD
through cuwtlw's
BY ANDREA FAY
STAFF WRITER

Stepping onto an airplane and flying

to unfamiliar regions of the world,

where basic language skills aren't enough to get by may seem daunting to
many. However, some adventurous and compassionate USD students look past
the unpredictability and see an opportunity of a lifetime; they capitalize on a
chance to help and an occasion to grow.

There are many opportunities to get in
volved in community service abroad. Stu
dents who study abroad have the chance
to personalize their experience in places
from Jamaica to Guadalajara.
International Service Immersion is some
what new to USD but has an important pur
pose. For four years now, several groups
of USD students have come together and
traveled to several different countries on
international service trips. Although many
universities organize such trips, USD has a
very unique model.
According to John Loggins, USD's As
sistant Director for the Center of Service
Learning, the USD model for international
service is incredibly special in compari
son.
"Ours is personal because we work with
alum," Loggins said.
Many USD graduates travel abroad to
volunteer in The Peace Corps, work in or
phanages, join non-profits or follow their
dreams to live in a new region. USD stu
dents and faculty back home see an oppor
tunity for service in this. After contacting
the voyaging alumni, they propose an idea
to meet them in their location and offer
support through their joined commitment
to community service. However, service
isn't the only goal,
"Service is clearly an essential part of
the trip," Loggins said. "But our ideal is
to go to the site and establish relation
ships and make connections; this is how
they become your community and family
circle."
Whether students are working up the
street in Linda Vista or on the other side of
the world in Thailand, it all comes down to
compassion, commitment to community,
and the drive to reach out and make con
nections.
"The relationships we build transcend
the service," Loggins said. "They get you
through life."
This strong belief in the power of rela
tionships and immersion defines USD's
approach to service.
On a local and global level, USD students
are fostering their drive to help, enlarging
and strengthening their communities and
spreading awareness. They are ultimately
redefining community service.
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The first international trip took place
three years ago. In the spring of 2004, a
group of nine students and one administra
tor traveled to Honduras to meet up with
Pearl Ly, a USD alum. Ly joined the Peace
Corps after graduation and was more than
happy to host and receive support from
USD students in their service endeavors.
The group volunteered in an orphan
age, painted a school, built wood-burning
stoves for families and visited patients in
an AIDS hospice. Lea Troeh, the student
organizer of the trip, says that the expe
rience went beyond the work they did in
Honduras.
"We didn't just build stoves
and paint a school,"

,1

room into a community resource center, do
nated books from San Diego to the center,
collected and donated sports equipment
for elementary and high schools, painted
bathrooms at a high school and cleaned up
a local beach area.
Kyla Lackie, a former student and co-di
rector of the trip, acknowledges that there
is an incredible amount to be learned when
students are immersed in a different cul
tural context, even if it's only for a week
or two.
"It's all about making person
al connections to

people who
otherwise have no face or
story," Lackie said. "Once you become
Troeh said. aware of their struggles in life, it should be
"We discussed cultural natural to then question how you are con
impact and how we could do service at tributing to these struggles, and how you
can eventually change."
home. Service doesn't have borders."
Lackie also emphasizes that the learn
The following year, another group of 13
participants took off for the Philippines. ing experience doesn't end once the trip is
This time they met up with USD graduate over. In fact, it has only just begun.
"The most crucial part of what becomes
and Peace Corps member, Jennifer Grimm.
Grimm was located in the village of Tel- of those experiences is how they are di
gested, by the individual and the group,"
bang near Aliminos City, Pangasinan.
The group painted and transformed a Lackie said. "If an experience is challeng
ing but never gets discussed, the lesson

can be lost."
In 2006 another team of seven embarked
on a trip to Tegucigalpa, the capitol of
Honduras. Their experience was entirely
different from the previous Honduras ex
pedition.
The team met with USD graduate Mike
Angell, who was working at El Hogar de
Amor y Esperanza (home of love and hope),
an orphanage for young boys
whose parents

are unable to
take proper care of them.
At the orphanage, the USD students
lived and volunteered in the orphanage,
painted tables and chairs and spent many
hours playing and working with the boys.
Rachel Erlandson, a USD senior at the
time, recognizes the profound value of
working through challenging situations
while in Honduras.
"I remember lying in my bed in the or
phanage and listening to gunshots in the
surrounding city," Erlandson said.
One of the greatest struggles for her was
making the initial connections.
"Sometimes you resist getting involved
and making connections because it's just
so different in every way imaginable,"

Erlandson said. "It was hard to get out handedly funded. While staying in the
there and play. The language barrier was village, the group developed intimate relaoverwhelming, but seeing so many chil- tionships with members of the village,
dren with so little and feeling like we have
Living in the jungles of Thailand among
so much is hard to deal
the Lahu was an experiwith."
Everv Delft of mo
ence so foreign and beautiBut she knew this was
fully unique that the group
the point; to feel uncom- strove to engulf myself members are struggling to
digest it. Tanya Susoev, a
fortable and to step out of
in the world that I
junior at USD, reflects on
her comfort zone.
"As time passed, my
knew so little about her own efforts to com
Tanya Susoev
prehend her experience in
interest quickly grew and
Thailand.
I embraced my new en"The excess of emo
vironment. There were
things that were hard to see and hear, and tion and observation that came toward
it took time to figure out our purpose there, me, the life that I was living, the air that I
but we all just had to remember that this is was breathing so many miles away pushed
me into a sensory overload that my body
what we came here to do."
The most recent international service was simply unable to fully, comprehend,"
team went to Thailand in January. The Susoev said. "Instead, ev®y part of me
group of 10 met with USD alum Matt strove to engulf myself in the world that
Juelsgaard, who has been living in a vil I knew so little about, and only now can
lage north of Chiang Mai for nearly a year. I understand how deeply that boundless
Juelsgaard had initially gone to travel for embrace truly touched my heart and will
several months, but after spending time remain with me forever."
working in the village, he realized his time
in Thailand was not yet complete.
Prior to their departure, the Thailand
team generated enough money to support
a grassroots childcare center near the Bur
mese border for over a year. The center
takes care of children during the day so
that their mothers aren't forced to bring
them to their dangerous factory work en
vironments. The USD group spent time at
the center and was able to finally meet the
children.
The group lived in a Lahu village with
Juelsgaard, and helped construct a com
munal rice bank that they had also single-

The lessons that the students have
learned will continue to unfurl as time
passes. Their experiences have begun to
mold their characters and will have a longlasting effect on the people and the com
munities they have reached out to.
These enriching experiences begin with
one student and one idea, and then it takes
immense amounts of work to generate
support from the community.
It takes a community-wide effort to turn
these missions into reality. They become
mind-opening and life-changing experi
ences for every person involved.
The beaches of Telbang will become dirty
again, the paint will chip off of the tables
and walls of the orphanage in Tegucigalpa
and the village rice bank will eventually
need to be rebuilt, but the relationships
that were formed are everlasting.
USD is undeniably dedicated to service,
and has maintained an unyielding belief in
the power of teamwork, compassion and
service-immersion.
ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF CASA/CSL/JOHN L0GGINS
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Silent civility
breeds apathy
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Student defends trashy fashion

BY MAHINA TUTEUR
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR

I was pleasantly surprised when
Dr. John Yoo was greeted with ab
solute silence as he entered the IPJ
theater on Monday night. I suppose
I had expected a resounding "Boo!,"
or at least a few angry whispers. I
was proud that we were all capable
of respecting others' views, no matter
how offensive.
I also expected to witness a lively
debate about our country's refusal to
comply by international human rights
law. I hoped to be enlightened about
how our government's war power
policy affects the world. Instead, I
listened as two friends politely delib
erated over the meaning of the word
"declare" as used in the Constitution,
a document over 200 years old. I
personally don't care about language
usage in the late 18th century; I care
about human suffering as a result of
current US policy. .
While I do recognize that the
Constitution is the foundation of this
nation, I can't help but ask: How are
the principles of its authors relevant
to modern day events? Some owned
slaves and refused to recognize the
rights of women, yet we don't appeal
to their beliefs in these matters.
Who cares whether or not the Earn
ers meant to say "commence" when
they happened to jot down "declare"
instead? To my disappointment, no
in-depth discussion was given as to
what these policies really mean for
the present situation in Iraq.
Yoo has publicly stated that the
President should have the unre
strained power to order the torture
of a detainee's young son to get
information, including crushing
the boy's testicles. This attitude not
only flagrantly disregards the value
of human life, it also promotes our
reputation as the world's most abu
sive and arrogant superpower.
At first, demonstrators on campus
gave me hope that American citizens
really do care. The sad reality of the
protest was that it was overwhelm
ingly comprised of people over 60
years old. The "Question of Torture"
itself was asked only by a courageous
elderly woman in the back of the the
ater, silenced by security before she
could be heard, let alone addressed.
This outburst delighted me far
more than the civil silence at the start.
It made me wonder: Does polite ap
plause leave us with blood on our
hands as well? If I'm not mistaken,
isn't freedom of speech a part of the
Constitution?

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

BY DANY BENGOCHEA
STAFF WRITER

The old cliche tells us that one man's
trash is another man's treasure. For art
student Kristen Frick, that trash is the
basis for her senior thesis project, wit
tily titled "Fricktion." Frick designed
and fashioned four dresses from dis
carded materials for her project.
I caught Kristen while preparing for
her project defense, a presentation in
which the dresses were actually worn
by live models Aileen Fedrick, Erin
Voyles, Addy Bednarski and Kiffany
Gardner. There were many last minute
adjustments to the dresses, creating the
atmosphere of backstage preparations
of an elimination challenge on Project
Runway.
Each student is asked to defend
their work by hosting a question and

answer session during the week of their
exhibition to explain the inspiration and
process of their project. One dress in
particular caught my attention because
it was made entirely of bottle caps.
When asked how long it took to make
it, Kristen replied, "A long time. Every
night I would go out, I would ask the
bartender to collect all the bottle caps
from that night. I also went on a cruise,
so I collected all of the caps from those
bartenders as well." Other dresses were
made from materials like garbage bags,
foil, newspaper comics, soda can tabs
and saran wrap.
All graduating Art students will
exhibit their work in the Sacred Heart
gallery at some point during the semes
ter for a week at a time. There are 15
Visual Arts graduates this year, which
is the department's largest graduating
class ever.
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Upcoming Art Thesis Shows
Shows are on display 9 am-4 pm in Visual Art Center, Sacred
Heart Hall, Room 102
Feb. 12-16

Photography
by Brandon Resch

Feb. 19- 23
Painting and Drawing by
Stephanie Lambros
Mixed Media
by Ben Buckalew

Feb- 26- Mar. 2
New Media/ Visual
Communications
by Jason Leppert
Mar. 5- 9

Photography
by Lauren Sharon

Mar. 12-16
New Media/ Visual
Communications
by Marissa Bowman
Mar. 19- 23

Mixed Media
by Stacy Hogan

Mar. 26- 30
Photography by Nicole Moffatt
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Activists protest Yoo's
participation in Patriot
Act, torture memo
TORTURE continued

which included former General Janis
Karpinski, USD sociology professor
Yoo believes that Congress could easily
Dr. Tom Reifer and Thomas Jefferson
end the war in Iraq by cutting off funding,
Law professor Marjorie Cohn.
The film exposed the inner work
but have no desire to take a true stand.
The final
audience question accused
ings of both Guantanamo Bay and Abu
Ghraib prisons. It included disturbing
Ramsey of giving unlimited power to
images of the detainees' living condi
Congress and Yoo of allocating unlimited
tions and abuse and exposed the U.S.
power to the President. Ramsey asserted
government's involvement
that Congress has
in the situation.
broad power, but is
The first woman to com
limited institutionally.
mand forces during war,
He says the challenge
Thursday at 6 p.m. • Thomas Jefferson
Karpinski was also the
is not for Congress to
School of Law
highest ranking officer to be
use too much power,
Federal Defenders of San Diego will
sanctioned as a result of the
but too little.
speak about their experience defending
Abu Ghraib prison scandal.
Yoo claimed that
Guantanamo
Bay
detainees.
Karpinski was targeted as the
allowing
Congress
scapegoat for her outspoken
to participate in war
opposition to the Bush admin
time decision-making
Tuesday at 9:30 p.m. on HBO
istration's approval of military
means a much slower
The premiere of "The Ghosts
interrogation practices in Abu
process and prevents
of Abu Ghraib".
Ghraib. Most concerned with
the decisiveness nec
the US military's refusal to
essary in such urgent
"equip soldiers with the truth
ACLU Membership Conference-Sat.
situations.
instead of just fabricated intelli
Yoo maintains that
Feb. 24 from 3-7:30 p.m. at
gence," Karpinski called on IPJ
no justification is
California Western School of Law
attendants to bring high-rank
necessary for prison
Workshops regarding topics on immigrants
ing officials who endorsed the
ers' detention, lack of
rights
and
the
extent
of
presidential
power.
Torture Memo to justice.
legal representation or
Karpinski declared that
abuse. Yoo's Torture
all prisoners must be treated hu
Memo, approved by former Secretary of
manely at all times.
Defense Rumsfeld, advocated violent inter
The US continues to
rogation techniques, including sleep depriva
claim that the torture
tion, standing in awkward positions for long
shown in pictures at
periods of time, waterboarding (simulated
Abu Ghraib was an
drowning) and environment disorientation,
isolated incident and
as a possibly legal means to extract infor
have taken measures to
mation. In the case of Abu Ghraib, sexual
reprimand those directly
tactics were intentionally utilized to make
involved. Evidence has
devout Muslims feel deeply ashamed. The
spoken otherwise.
Torture Memo narrowed the definition of
Karpinski
claimed
torture so that only abuse leading to organ
that those involved at
failure, death or long-term psychological
Abu Ghraib were more
harm would be considered actual torture.
shocked that pictures of the abuses existed,
In preparation for Yoo's visit the following
not at the behavior depicted in the pictures,
night, the Institute for Peace and Justice held
which had become commonplace. Karpinski
a teach-in entitled "A Question of Torture"
claimed that torture at American hands is
on Sunday, February 11. The event featured
widespread and in fact, encouraged by our
a PBS Frontline documentary "The Torture
government.
Question" along with a panel discussion

Upcoming Events

ZACH ORMSBY/THE VISTA

Questions Answered with Tom Reifer
Tom Reifer, USD Sociology professor
and Advsory Comm ittee member for the
IPJ, was involved in the formation of
Torture Abolition Month.

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

The Vista(V): What is your role in
the formation of Torture Abolition
Month?
Dr. Tom Reifer(R): I helped form the
Committee to Abolish Torture which
designated February Torture Abolition
Month in San Diego.
V:What do you hope to achieve
from this series of events?
R: The struggle for its abolition will
require the same dedication and energy
that went into abolishing slavery (a task
still unfinished). What I hope for is
that every} F
person will heed the words

of Sister Dianna Ortiz, head of the
Torture Abolition & Survivors Support
Coalition, that it is "the' responsibility
of every individual to participate in the
act of abolishing torture." The first step
towards action is awareness.

V: What do you think were the
strengths and limitations of the
debate between John Yoo and Mi
chael Ramsey?
R: I think that the strengths of the
debate between John Yoo and Michael
Ramsey is that they offered radically
different views on Presidential powers
in a time of war on many points, with
Ramsey clearly indicating, in dramatic
contrast to Yoo, that according to the
original intent of the Founders and
the Constitution, Congress and not the
President, has the power to declare war.

A serious limitation of the debate,
though, is that there was no moral
confrontation of the fact that John
Yoo's "torture memos" helped pave
the way for the US policy of torture,
as revealed at Abu Ghraib. For an
extended discussion of these issues,
please see my piece "An Open Letter
on the Question of Torture: Re
flections on the John Yoo-Michael
Ramsey Debate" http://home.sandiego.edu/~reifer/.

V: If students went to one of the
remaining events, which one would
be most interesting and informa
tional to students?
R: I recommend that students get
together to watch the HBO Docu
mentary on February 22nd, 9:30 pm,
"The Ghosts of Abu Ghraib."
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Greek Life proves itself to be more than just a party
try to help her out in any way we can,
whether it is studying together or offer
ing encouragement," said sophomore
Weekly blackouts, promiscuous Melissa Carrade, member of Kappa
sexpots and friends for purchase are Theta Alpha.
Alpha Chi Omega requires their
familar stereotypes of fraternity and
pledges to spend a certain amount of
sorority members.
Though it is true that with Greek hours in the library if they have less
life, parties and social gatherings play than a 3.5 GPA average.
Rush week lasts a week and in
a major role in the entertainment and
fun for the members, there are also volves many social gatherings or par
many activities that sororities and ties. Before the parties begin, the girls
are split into
fraternities participate
groups
that
in which contribute to
have a Sigma
the well being of the
Rho
Chi
USD community.
leader
that
Sam Mabry, USD
helps
them
junior and
Kappa
through
the
Kappa
Gamma
week.
member, said, "The
Each
so
stereotypes about girls
rority
has
a
in sororities simply are
formal gath
not true. They are a
ering to meet
real group of girls who
new students
will take care of you
interested in
even in your lowest
joining their
times."
Junior
Marie
Engelhart
sorority.
Greek life does not
E v e r y
accept just any USD
student is re
student.
There is a complicated process in quired to attend all parties that they are
volved behind the scenes in order to asked to attend throughout the week.
On the first day, the parties last
become a member of a certain sorority
about 30 minutes each and the sorori
or fraternity.
First, a student must have completed ties usually welcome students with a
at least 12 units or have obtained 24 song. Each new participant is paired
with a current member so they can get
transfer units.
Further, each sorority has their own to know each other.
After the girls visit each sorority,
personal GPA requirement that ranges
their Sigma Rho Chi leader has them
from a 2.3 to a 2.6 average.
For fraternities, the minimum GPA rank their preferences.
On the second day the girls go to the
to join is a 2.2 average. Some sororities
parties to which they were asked back.
even require library hours.
However, on this day, the girls are
"Academics is a high priority and if
one girl is having trouble in a class, we only allowed to go to a maximum of
BY DANA FLACK

STAFF WRITER

"Philanthropy is a great
way for us to reach

outside the borders of
USD. Learning about
the community really

helps us to learn about
ourselves as well."

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

An example of Greek life's philanthropy is Gamma Phi's Crush Gram campaign. Mem
bers sold Crush strawberry soda bottles with personalized messages throughout this
past week to raise money for their leadership funds. They delivered them yesterday.

five parties (there are six sororities
total). The parties get a little more indepth and last longer as the week goes
on.
By the end of the week, the girls usu
ally have their sights on two sororities.
The process can be very selective.
There are sometimes girls who are
only asked back to one sorority or none
at all.
On the last rush day, all of the par
ticipants are asked to meet in the UC
Forum and are handed an envelope.
This tells them what sorority has in
vited them to join.
Bid Day comes next, which is when
they are officially pledges for their so
rority.
The entire rush process can defi
nitely be a challenge for some girls and
not all fun and games.

Greek life has many core values.
All of Greek life participates in philan
thropy events, which are activities that
sororities and fraternities host to help
raise money for a good cause, such as
breast cancer or heart disease research.
"Philanthropy is a great way for us
to reach outside the borders of USD.
Learning about the community really
helps us to learn about ourselves as
well," said junior Marie Engelhardt,
also a member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma.
So the next time you see an event or
advertisement that a Greek organiza
tion is hosting, think about all the hard
work they done and note that parties
are not what Greek life is all about.

*The opinions expressed in this ar
ticle reflect those of the writer and do
not reflect The Vista as a whole.
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For Pete's Sake Park City's 2007 Sundance Film Festival
unveils many impressive cinematic gems
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BY ANDERSON TRAM
STAFF WRITER

BY ANDREW MARZONI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

Oh, rock stars and their drugs.
Jimi Hendrix was known to put tabs
of LSD in his headband during live
shows, Paul McCartney was arrested
for marijuana possession in Japan in
1980 and Jerry Garcia was - well, he
was Jerry Garcia. There's no doubt in
anyone's mind that throughout the his
tory of popular music, rock 'n roll and
copious drug use have gone together
like electric guitars, bass and drums.
The New York Times reported last
Tuesday that Pete Doherty, British
singer and guitarist of Babyshambles
and the now defunct Libertines avoid
ed incarceration for charges of crack
cocaine, heroin and marijuana posses
sion filed against him last August by
paying $1,525 in bail. Doherty. This
only adds to a long list of legal trou
bles for Doherty, best known for his
gutsy blues-rock, his well publicized
relationship with model Kate Moss
and, well, his drug use. The stipula
tion of Doherty's arraignment was that
he continue with rehabilitation in the
hope that ultimately he will kick his
nasty habits.
Come on.
The Libertines - in my opinion
one of the best rock acts of the 21st
century - broke up because the other
members of the band couldn't deal
with Doherty's drug use. The man's
reputation and fame is based not on
the fact that he is a musical genius
(which he may or may not be), but on
his presentation of himself as a deca
dent neo-dandy, who would prefer to
be high out of his mind at every hour
of the day, perform strange art projects
involving human blood, and date su
permodels more than anything else.
As far as I'm concerned, Pete, you
have my blessing.
Sure, rock music has witnessed the
demise of many a "tortured genius":
Nick Drake, Ian Curtis, Kurt Cobain
and Elliott Smith, to name a few. But
all of these folks wrote brooding moperock that made even the listener con
template suicide - they forshadowed
their own untimely deaths in their own
musical catalog. Pete Doherty is not
one of these songwriters. Doherty's he
donistic ethos can be seen in the titles
of his songs, be it "F*** Forever" or
"Don't Be Shy." His music is nothing
if not upbeat - if he truly is tortured,
he does a good job of hiding it.
It is of my opinion that Doherty
has an extremely important place as a
drug addict in contemporary popular
culture. He serves as a kind of moral
compass perpetually pointing towards
"Decadence." He is a reincarnation of
Oscar Wilde. If he wants to get clean,
that's fine with me. But we'll see if that
happens.

Skiing, snow, movie stars: that's
what The Sundance Film Festival is all
about, right? Unfortunately, it's begin
ning to look that way. But then again,
that's part of the fun of Park City.
One day a fan can catch Anthony
Hopkins going to dinner, and the next
he'll be sitting with Steven Spielberg
at a screening. Yet, there are still those
rarefied few who come for the movies
themselves. They're the ones who wait
in line four hours before start time in
negative degree weather just so they
can get a number to buy a movie ticket.
Those are the hard-core film fanatics.
And every once in a while they are re
warded with some priceless gems that
emerge from Sundance's offerings.
I managed to come away from Park
City after eight days with a few trea
sures. "Rocket Science" is the first fea
ture film by director Jeffrey Blitz, who
won critical acclaim in 2002 for "Spell
bound," an inspiring documentary that
follows eight teenagers on their quest
to win the 1999 National Spelling Bee.
In similar fashion, albeit fictionalized,
"Rocket Science" is about Hal Hefner
(Reece Daniel Thompson), a young
high-school student who stutters his
way to success. Success is but a rela
tive term in this case.
Due to his speech impediment, Hal
suffers constant indignities at the hands
of fellow classmates, and his older
brother, Earl (Vincent Piazza). As if
this wasn't enough to scar him for the
next four years, he has to have his heart
broken. Enter Ginny (Anna Kendrick),
star of the school's debate team. After
her team partner/boyfriend Ben (Nich
olas D'Agosto) choked during the state
championships the year before, she has
been recruiting awkward young fresh
men with special problems whom she
thinks will be better people with her
help. They all fall apart in the end, all
except Hal.
This uplifting coming-of-age story
features a young cast that will surely
have lasting careers. Thompson gives
a terrific performance as stuttering
Hal; he juggles both the nuances of
stuttering and the angst of a teenage
soul. Kendrick, in a role reminiscent of
Reese Witherspoon in "Election," takes
a wonderful turn as the astoundingly
ambitious and often adorable Ginny.
This, like Witherspoon's, is a starmaking performance. And D'Agosto,
as Ben, the handsome young man who
suddenly has a life-altering moment
right in the middle of his championship
rebuttal, is more than likely to become
a Hollywood heartthrob in the years to
come.
More than just an average story
of adolescent love and finding one's
voice in the crazy, confused world of
a teenager, the film has a meaning
ful message, uttered so well by the
hero: "When does it all start to make
sense?" The tragicomic reality of Hal
is the irony that he's not sure himself if
he's motivated by love or revenge. I'm

WWW.R0TTENT0MAT0ES.C0M
Vera Farmiga and David Mclnnis embrace in Gina Kim's "Never Forever."

happy to say that "Rocket Science" has "Never Forever" is all about drama.
been purchased, and will be in theatres "Never Forever" is a tiny little film
later this summer. Filled with witty with big, ambitious ideas. Sophie
dialogue and eccentric expressions of (Vera Farmiga) is the perfect blondecharacters, it brings to mind the dif
haired, blue-eyed wife for Andrew
ficulties of being young with sincerity
(David Mclnnis), her successful
and humor. Well worth waiting three
Asian-American husband, except
hours in line for, this is a movie that's
for
one thing: he can't get her preg
sure to satisfy.
If "Rocket Science" was the nant. This devastates him and drives
heartwarming coming-of-age drama him to attempt suicide. In order to
comedy, then "Teeth" is the coming- keep her marriage and her husband
of-age horror comedy film. Dawn (Jess alive, Sophie abandons all rational
Weixler) is an innocent young girl who ity and strikes a clandestine venture
gets sucked into her Christian high with an illegal Korean immigrant
school's purity campaign. Deciding to named Jihah (Jung-woo Ha). Soon,
save herself for marriage, she practices
this dangerous arrangement spirals
abstinence, giving lectures to younger
out of control, and Sophie is tangled
students about the dangers of premari
in a web she was all too willing to
tal sex and the rewards of staying pure.
In the midst of spreading her message, weave.
In "Never Forever," writer/direc
she meets a boy who's not so pure.
tor
Gina Kim arranges every shot
After getting caught up in the heat of
the moment, the boyfriend gets rough. with a cunning eye, blending a
Then, quite by accident, Dawn discov sense of urgency while painting the
ers that she has a special power that screen with beautiful images and a
gives her a physical advantage, both a poetic depth reminiscent of Bertocurse and a blessing, over men.
lucci in his early days. This film is
This movie is unlike any I have seen,
so competently polished, it's hard
and I'm glad I saw it. Funny, witty,
to believe that it is an independent
violent, graphic and energetic - it's a
film. The art direction is subtle and
very affecting film. "Teeth" proposes
organic, and the tone is perfect. To
the extreme dangers of a society
say I was impressed by this film is
that makes sex a taboo subject and
an understatement.
imposes impossible standards on its
The film
is not without flaw;
youth. Above all, the movie uses
stronger supporting characters and
the combination of horror, comedy,
a more compelling climax would
eroticism and moral debate to make
help, but what stands out is Kim's
a disturbing yet hysterical attack on
dramatic, bold sense of personal
male vulnerability and fear. Weixler
storytelling that compels the audi
gives a fierce performance in a film
ence to heed every second of the
that has a surprisingly potent bite,
characters' lives. Kim should be
literally. "Teeth" is an engaging film
lauded for daring to bring to light
that plays on our deepest fears and
a situation that is rarely seen on the
fantasies of the female unknown,
silver screen: the relationship be
and should definitely be seen and
tween a white woman and an Asian
talked about.
See SUNDANCE, page 20
Unlike the two previous films,
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Local play lacks cohesive plot and convincing acting
BY ANDREW MARZONI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
Self-reference is a difficult tool to pull
off in the theatre - it too often borders
on self-indulgence. This is a fine line on
which young playwright Itamar Moses
walks in his new play, "The Four of
Us," directed by Pam MacKinnon in the
Cassius Carter Centre Stage at the Old
Globe Theatre.
Moses effectively writes a play about
writing a play about two writers, Ben
jamin (Gideon Banner), a novelist, and
his friend David (Sean Dugan), a play
wright.
The play revolves around the effect
success - and by extension, jealousy
- has upon friendship as Benjamin's first
novel is published with great success,
and David patiently awaits the produc
tion of one of his plays at a regional
theatre in Indiana.
As the two writers discuss sex, the
hypocrisy of the publishing industry and
artistic merit, they drift apart and are
brought back together by flashbacks and
a not-so-surprising plot twist which, to
Moses' credit, must have looked good on
paper.
The play's language is colloquial
and witty, though at times borders on
the inane, especially in an episode in
which the two friends are thrown into
an awkwardly presented stoner "Sympo
sium" while getting high in Benjamin's

CRAIG SCHWARTZ/OLD GLOBE

Benjamin (Gideon Banner) shows David (Se n Dugan) the manuscript of his novel in "Th Four of Us," playing through Mar. 11.

dorm room. Moses' script is hindered
by jaunted, unbelievable plot techniques
designed to be hilarious, though they
result in little more than a quasi-appre
ciative smirk.
As if that were not enough, the actors
took Moses' interesting, well-crafted
characters to hyperbolic heights: Ban
ner's Benjamin was despicably pompous
and hypocritical and Dugan's David too

much of an asocial nerd.
The utter lack of chemistry between
the two actors made their characters'
friendship seem highly unbelievable, and
their inevitable reunion lost its cathartic
effect as a result.
Though Moses had moments of
comic genius (see David's rant against
backpacking tourists in Europe), the
awkward complexity of the play's struc-

ture and the dispassionate performances
of the two actors rendered "The Four of
Us" rather uninspiring.
Moses, only 29 years-old, has had
success at The Old Globe before with a
reading of his play "Bach at Leipzig,"
and shows real potential as a writer.
Unfortunately for Moses, his disjoint
ed narrative was only magnified by the
actors' unfocused performances.

Grammys fail to impress
Mediocre performances and award distributions
fail to give an accurate view of the year in music
BY CHRISTIE OSBORNE
STAFF WRITER
The Recording Academy is notori
ous for awarding mainstream musi
cians who lack artistic merit, but the
49th Grammy Awards overwhelmed
audiences (those who were able to stay
awake) with lackluster performances
and questionable candidates. Though
every music aficionado has a gripe or
two after the Grammy's, my dismay
was enough to fill a whole article.
First disappointment: the Police
reunite to play only "Roxanne," but
the Eagles get a medley. Don Henley
was Person of the Year, I suppose, but
this is no excuse for overblowing the
Police's so-called reunion.
I thought things were looking up
when Mary J. Blige finally won and
Gnarls Barkley performed dressed as
pilots and won two awards, including
Best Alternative Album. But my hope
dwindled when the neo-soul sensation
lost out on Record and Album of the
year to the Dixie Chicks. Seriously?
"Crazy" dominated airwaves for a
good six months, and well let's face it,
costumed rockers are just plain cooler.
The Doors, Joan Baez, and the
Greatful Dead were actually recog
nized with Lifetime Achievement

Awards after four decades of snubs.
But these "day late and a dollar short"
awards pale in comparison to the
Academy's failure to have a James
Brown tribute. Come now, he was the
Godfather of Soul.
Now I know that the target audi
ence is the marginal music fan, and
the voting members of the Record
ing Academy are less than hip to the
great under-publicized hip-hop, pop
and rock in the world, but would it
kill them to try to give awards to those
who deserve them?
Also, the Grammys have tradition
ally provided a stage for innovative
collaborations. Eminem and Elton
John, Melissa Etheridge and Joss Stone
belting Janis, James Brown and Usher,
Paul McCartney and Jay-Z; all exhib
ited partnerships of extreme talent and
creativity.
The Grammy stage is ripe for cre
ative acts of a caliber that can't be
achieved anywhere else in the world,
but that fruit ended up rotting into
lackluster performances, zero creativ
ity, and well, its profoundly soporific
effects. It is hard to say whether the
lack of interest induced by the Gram
mys was due to the three hour run-time
or the exclusion of true artists from the
ceremony.

Christie Osborne's
Top 10 Love Songs
"Wild Horses" - The Rolling Stones
"Maps" - Yeah Yeah Yeahs
"Love and Some Verses" - Iron & Wine
"My Favourite Chords" - The Weakerthans
"My Winding Wheel" - Ryan Adams
"Make You Feel My Love" - Bob Dylan
"That's How Strong My Love Is" - Otis Redding
"First Day of My Life" - Bright Eyes
Andrew Marzoni's
"Please Forgive Me" - David Gray
Top 10 Love Songs
"In My Life" - The Beatles
"Just the Way You Are" - Billy Joel
"Something" - The Beatles
"Wouldn't It Be Nice" - The Beach Boys
"My Buddy" - Chet Baker
"I Will Follow You Into the Dark" - Death Cab for Cutie
"Make Up" - Elefant
"Temptation" - New Order
"Harvest Moon" - Neil Young
"Elevator Love Letter" - Stars
"Happy Together" - The Turtles
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This machine
kills fascists

^,^.200119

Record reviews in brief
New albums by Bloc Party, Apostle of Hustle and Clap Your Hands Say Yeah

BY BEN INOUYE
GUEST WRITER

I'll be completely honest with you. I
was not ready for Jucifer. Stop. Let me
rephrase that. I don't think anyone in the
Casbah was ready for what was Jucifer.
Hailing from the music scene in Athens,
Ga. and on tour after their latest release,
"If Thine Enemy Hunger," Amber Valen
tine, guitar and Edgar Livengood, drums,
brought what can only be described
as some version of Wu Tang's Motha
F****n' Ruckus.
The crowd was sparse, and it seemed
as though people only came to support
the opening act Sirhan Sirhan. The best
part of their show was the drummer
who poured alcohol on his snare and
torn drums in order to create a geyser of
beer every time he played them. Metal
... right? The second band, 400 Blows,
didn't show up, but the audience's disap
pointment was soon alleviated as Public
Enemy and NWA blared between sets.
The Jucifer roadie took his sweet time
setting up their equipment, but with good
reason: their stage setup included a semi
circle of amplifiers stacked about nine
feet high. Soon the lights dimmed and
Valentine stepped onto the stage, dressed
in a robe, fidgeting with her silver sparkly guitar and equipment.
Then, out of nowhere, still in the dark,
as if I was listening to the sound of time
and space being ripped in half, Valentine
began droning a major-league riff. Liv
engood crept onstage and took his place
on his baby-blue Vistalites, the words
"This Machine Kills Fascists" inscrolled
on his bass drum. Strobes! Lights! Juci
fer! All the fascists in the room dropped
dead, and the rest of us stood in awe of
the band's sonic intensity.
From the sound and style of Jucifer's
albums, I was expecting a rock show
with addictive riffs and engaging three to
four minute pop songs. Wrong. Jucifer's
set was relentless. Each song flowed
seamlessly into the next, and though Val
entine's riffs lacked the virtuosic speed
of some metal guitarists, she and Liv
engood played with an intense, furious
style more reminiscent of Lightning Bolt
than Royal Trux, Melvins, PJ Harvey or
The Breeders, artists to whom Jucifer is
often compared.
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BY NICK PETERSON

BY ANDREW MARZONI

BY CHRISTIE OSBORNE

STAFF WRITER
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In 2005 Britain's Bloc Party took
the musical world by storm. The
band's debut album "Silent Alarm,"
tore up charts across Europe and
the United States. Several hits were
featured in mainstream TV shows
and movies. Countless publications
listed the album as 2005's finest.
Bloc Party defined success with
their inaugural album.
Two years later, they find them
selves at the forefront of musical
headlines again. Between the can
cellation of a highly-anticipated
tour with Panic! At the Disco, lead
man Kele Okereke announcing that
he's gay and a hot new single, "A
Weekend in the City" is surrounded
by buzz and high expectations.
"A Weekend in the City" does not
disappoint. However, the album sig
nals a new direction for the band.
Where "Silent Alarm's" catchy
riffs filled pregaming playlists and
dance parties alike, "A Weekend in
the City" is an emotional, ambitious
commentary on modern society.
Okereke straightforwardly address
es terrorism, homosexuality, youth
apathy, nationalism, nihilism and
suicide in eleven tracks. It's a lot to
tackle, but his sincerity creates an
admirable album.
The eclectic assortment of tracks
will keep listeners coming back.
While it is not perfect, and is certain
ly not "Silent Alarm," "A Weekend
in the City" is an excellent record
from a matured Bloc Party.

No record label? No problem.
While the chokehold Canadian bands
have held on the indie rock scene may Taking its name from a piece of graf
be due to music critics' geographically fiti, New York indie outfit, Clap Your
generational view of musical trends, the Hands Say Yeah, is the poster child
prominence of such bands as The Arcade of the DIY music movement. Since
Fire and Broken Social Scene is certainly 2005, this quintet has sold 145,000
deserved. It is really no wonder that the copies of their self-titled debut relying
Arts & Crafts label has been lauded the on word-of-mouth and the blog craze
Sub-Pop of the 21s1 century, as Broken to open fans' wallets.
On Jan. 30 CYHSY released soph
Social Scene side projects such as Metric,
omore
album "Some Loud Thunder"
Stars and others have been as critically
praised as the Toronto collective that to the delight of the indie dance rock
made them famous. Broken Social elite. "SLT" opens with the quintesScene's lead guitarist Andrew Whiteman sentially disengaging title track. Like
made a name for himself with his band "Clap Your Hands" on the debut,
Apostle of Hustle's debut album in 2004, "Some Loud Thunder" warbles like a
"Folkloric Feel."The group's new album, lo-fi bootleg and serves to ward off the
"National Anthem of Nowhere," is sure poseurs.
"Emily Jean Stock" follows and
to put Apostle of Hustle among the most
jumps between bass thumps, keyboard
praiseworthy of Canadian bands.
The album blends genres from fuzz- segues and electro beats, all held to
bass '70s blues on "My Sword Hand's gether with acoustic strumming and
Anger" to sugary organ-based pop on bizarre harmonies that only CYHSY
"Cheap Like Sebastian" to rock en es- can produce, making it one of the
panol on tracks such as "jRafaga!" and strongest tracks on the album.
Fans can identify lead singer Alec
"Fast Pony for Victor Jara." Whiteman's
complex songwriting and orchestra Ounsworth's wail a mile away, but
tion take the forefront throughout the on "SLT" the vocals lose prominence
album, only to be complemented by the to electronic noise. The beauty of the
stunningly melodic bass work by Julian first album lay in the danceable beats
Brown. The album's standout tracks in and unapologetic vocals. "Yankee
clude, "National Anthem of Nowhere" Go Home" opens down-tempo and
sleazy, with Ounsworth howling
and "The Naked and Alone."
While the sheer diversity of musical about various destinations abroad,
stylings may confuse the average lis but the resounding chorus speeds up,
tener, the mix of the avant-garde and the encouraging him to leave, hence the
bubblegum on "National Anthem of No title. Other highlights include love
where" places it among the best albums song "Underwater (You and Me)" and
single "Satan Said Dance."
of 2007.
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Folk-pop singer-songwriter Ben Kweller plays at
the House of Blues with Gomez this Tuesday.

Friday, February 16

(Continued)

Sunday, February 18

Imarobot @
The Beauty Bar
4746 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92115

Neko Case @
Belly Up Tavern
143 S. Cedros Ave.
Solana Beach, CA 92075

(21+)

"The Lives of Others"
opens @
Landmark's La Jolla Village
8879 Villa La Jolla Dr.
La Jolla, CA 92037

Monday, February 19

Tuesday, February 20

(Continued)

Pete Yorn @
House of Blues
1055 5th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
(21+)

Gomez, Ben Kweller @
House of Blues
1055 5th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
(All Ages)

Cold War Kids @
The Casbah
2501 Kettner Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92101
(21+)

(21+)
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Sundance showcases *lms
to look forward to in 2007

WWW.ROTTENTOMATOES.COM
Jess Weixler in Mitchell Lichtenstein's horror-comedy, "Teeth."

SUNDANCE, continued

man. Talking to her afterwards,
she told me she felt Asian men have
been de-sexualized in modern film,
and she wanted to give them back
their sexuality. She wanted strong
Asian characters that broke Holly
wood conventions.
In her last film, Martin Scorsese's
"The Departed," Farmiga played a
strong, beautiful therapist. In "Never
Forever," she's just the opposite, but
just as convincing. Farmiga com
pletely sympathizes with Sophie, so
much so that it's heartbreaking to
watch her bury herself into a grave
of lies. Full of social commentaries,
fluid camera work, and a taut story

line, Gina Kim has made one of the
most challenging, beautiful movies
of the 2007 Sundance Film Festi
val and the year itself. These three
gems that emerged from Sundance
this year will all be set free in wider
release this year. However, they are
only three examples of the almost
200 points-of-view that arrived at
the festival this year.
This was a once in a lifetime ex
perience that I would recommend to
everyone. Ten-thousand feet up in
the mountains of Utah lay Park City,
where the largest independent film
festival in North America occurs.
Here, all kinds of voices are heard,
and many more are waiting to be
discovered.

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS
IT ON YOUR RESUME
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Sundance Hits and Misses
BYADIE LUDWIG
STAFF WRITER

• "Grace is Gone"- John Cusak
plays Stanley Phillips, a man who
learns his wife has been killed in
the Iraq war and who struggles to
find a way to tell his daughters. It
won the Sundance Audience Award:
Dramatic Film and the Waldo Salt
Screening Award.
• "A Very British Gangster"- A
documentary about a gangster,
Dominic Noonan and his clan who
live in Manchester, England. It
gives an "un-Hollywoodized" take
on the life of being a gangster and
it humanizes them. The cinematog
raphy and soundtrack are enough to
draw in viewers.
• "Rocket Science"- It's a comingof-age tale of a boy in high school
who is teased by his classmates
because he stutters. He decides to
join the debate team because he has
a crush on a girl.
• "An American Crime"- Based on
a true story, Catherine Keener gives
a chilling performance as Gertrude
Baniszewski, a poor, single woman
with seven children. She takes in
two girls while their parents travel
with the carnival. The treatment of
one of the girls is horrendous.
• "Chicago 10"- It is about the
1968 Democratic Convention. The
director, Brett Morgen, incorporates
a fresh take on the documentary

genre by recreating the court scene
of the trial of eight protestors through
animation.
• "Miss Navajo"- A documentary
about a Navajo pageant (established
in 1952) that focuses on the person
within. Also, unlike the competi
tors in the suferficial Miss USA and
Mis America pageants, these young
women are real role models.
• "Interview"- Steve Buscemi's
full-length film is a remake of the late
Theo Van Gogh's film. Pierre (Steve
Buscemi) must unwillingly inter
view a big movie star, Katja (Sienna
Miller). The film is unconventional
and Buscemi and Miller captivate the
audience with their on-screen chem
istry and amazing performances.
Some disappointing films
in
clude:
• "Fido"- The main premise is that
zombies have become domesticated
in the 1950s. The Technicolor set is
vibrant, but the film is supposed to
be a comedy, yet it fails to deliver
laughter.
• "Weapons"- It is about urban
violence amongst teenagers, but it's
too stereotypical and over the top.
• "Chapter 27"- Some people
liked this film in which Jared Leto
plays Mark David Chapman, John
Lennon's assassin. It travels through
his inner psyche, but if you haven't
read "Catcher in the Rye" or are not a
literary type, the film may leave you
feeling lost.

•HHI

The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer
experience that marks the beginning of your career as an Officer,
a leader of the U.S. Army.

ENROLL IN AR

BECOME AN AR

Did you know that you could join Army ROTC at SDSU as a USD student?
Contact Captain Vasquez at 619-594-4943 for more information.

Alt loans are subject to credit approval. Programs, rates. terms and conditions art? subject to change without notice. Other
restrictions apply. Trade/ScrvlcemarKs are the property of Campus Ooor inc. anchor its affiliate*. Lender is Lehman Brothers
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Pro-Bowl hits new low

BY PATRICK BRADY
SPORTS EDITOR
Every year the NFL graces it's fans
with its dubious all-star game, the ProBowl, a week after the Super Bowl.
This game has become increasingly
marginalized over the past decade, as
NFL superstars have grown reluctant
to participate, seeing as the game is
meaningless and a potential injury
sustained during the event could cost
a player millions of dollars in salary
money.
However, those brave enough
to subject themselves to additional
physical abuse, following a 16-week
season have developed an unwritten
law for Pro-Bowl play. NFL all-pros
have collectively agreed to play at half
speed during these contests in order
to minimize any potential injuries
that are typically incurred during the
course of a football game. That being
said, it was interesting to note certain
deviations from this decorum enacted
during last Sunday's Pro-Bowl.
This past Sunday I found myself
switching over to the Pro-Bowl broad
cast during commercial breaks for the
AT&T Pebble Beach Pro-Am. While
Phil Mickelson was regaining his
swagger on CBS, a couple NFL allpros were violating the rules of ProBowl engagement on ABC.
Switching channels I came upon a
routine fourth and long with the AFC
in punt formation. As if the game were
important, the AFC tried to sneak a
subsequently botched fake punt by an
unsuspecting NFC defense, which re
sulted in some head-turning, literally.
The AFC's punter, Brian Moorman
of the Buffalo Bills, took the punt
snap and nearly ran it for a first down
conversion, until he was met by NFC
strong safety and convicted felon Sean
Taylor of the Washington Redskins.
Taylor steam-rolled Moorman a yard
short of the first down marker and
planted him into the artificial surface
of the stadium. Aggressive hits like
these are frowned upon by Pro-Bowl
participants, but don't tell that to
Taylor, who put Moorman out of com
mission for close to five minutes as
he lay motionless on the field, forcing
officials to take a commercial break,
so the punter could regain his compo
sure.
Moments like these are precisely
why NFL superstars are weary of play
ing in the game. Former San Diego
Charger and 2007 league MVP Drew
Brees also found himself the victim
of unwarranted aggression. Brees
dislocated his left shoulder in the first
quarter following an errant pass that
was preceded by a hit from the AFC
defensive line. Brees' injury shouldn't
hinder his preparation for next season,
but again, it advocates more reasons
why the NFL should do away with the
Pro-Bowl. It's no wonder why some
many players choose a peaceful round
of golf over a series of bumps and
bruises.

21
Chicago fans bear down in Miami
Sports

BY GRANT WENKSTERN
STAFF WRITER
It was a wet and wild Sunday as the
Indianapolis Colts dismantled the Chi
cago Bears, defeating them 29 to 17 in
Super Bowl XLI. This game was viewed
by many as the pinnacle of Peyton
Manning's magnificent career, but was
overshadowed by what seemed to be a
Bears' party.
The terrible weather favored by a
Bears' dominated atmosphere set the
stage for the Bears to ruin Peyton Man
ning's fairy tale. As Devin Hester ran
the opening kickoff back for a 92 yard
touchdown the stadium erupted with
Bears fans.
Despite a powerful start, the Bears
were tamed by Peyton and the Colts.
Once the Colts started taking control of
the game there was no uproar of cheers
by their fans, but a downpour of boos by
the Bears.
As the rain covered southern Fla. so
did the tears of the thousands of Bears'
fans that took over South Beach just a
week prior. No matter where you were
in southern Fla. you could find Bears
fans screaming with pride and defending
their south side.
An estimated 140,000 people made
their way down to southern Fla. for
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COURTESY OF GRANT WENKSTERN

Peyton Manning's first Super Bowl win may of been overshadowed by Bears Mania.

Super Bowl XLI and from my perspec
tive around 95,000 of them were die-hard
Bears' fans.
It seemed as if there were three Bears'
fans for every Colts' fan. As I walked
amongst the enormous crowd in South
Beach on Saturday night I like I was in
downtown Chicago celebrating what was
supposed to be a Bears' Super Bowl vic

tory.
As I walked up and down the strip, all
I could hear was groups of Bears' fans
singing the Bears' anthem, and shouting
the line made infamous by Chris Farley
on Saturday Night Live, "DA BEARS."
Where were all the Colts' fans? Aside
from the Colt's team itself, Indianapolis
fans appeared absent.

Baseball posed for successful season
BY NATALIE ZANZUCCHI
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Forget "Hey, batter, batter," this year
the University of San Diego baseball
team will be chanting "om" as they plow
their way through a winning season after
warming up with yoga practice over in
tercession.
For the month of January the Torero
baseball players practiced yoga together
under the tutelage of Craig Carlisle. Car
lisle, a geologist, teaches Hatha yoga at
the Rancho YMCA in Penasquitos, the
Toby Wells YMCA in Kearny Mesa and
at Frog's Club One in Carmel Mountain
Ranch.
He met Hill a few years ago after
yoga class and for the past two interces
sions has led the Torero baseball team
in yoga.
"The last two years we've done this
and we bolted out of the gates strong,"
Toreros' head coach Rich Hill said. "I
wanted to give them that training not
only to improve their flexibility,
but to work on the breathing pat
terns that are often overlooked
by coaches. We're so focused
on the physical training that
often the mental training gets
overlooked."
With a season start of 6-3,
the Toreros have proven their
physical and mental capability.
USD opened their season on Jan. 26
with a three-game shut-out against Cal
Poly. This month, San Diego won two of
three games during their series with the
No. 4 ranked Texas Longhorns.
"Last year we swept Texas and same
thing this year," Hill said. "We're off to
a great start."
Despite the national recognition re
ceived by several Toreros, USD dropped

two of three games last weekend to

use.

Sophomore pitcher Brian Matusz
was recently named WCC Pitcher of
the Week, joining senior Matt Couch
who received the same honor just last
week. Matusz now has 34 strikeouts this
season.
USC, junior
After playing
m a n ,
second-baseSynder
J u s t i n
award
received the
Player
of
WCC
and the
of the Week
h a v e
Toreros still
more
several

months of play ahead of them.
It seems yoga practice has jump start
ed the 2007 season for the Toreros and
according to Coach Hill, "They were all
really into it."
Senior pitcher Matt Couch agrees.
"I think that yoga really benefited
the whole team ... breathing is a huge
quality that any baseball player needs
... Breathing lets you relax and almost
forget all of the pressure situations that

are in a game. I have a routine before
every inning where I look at the flag pole
and take one long breath in and out, and
then I am completley focused and re
laxed. The breathing that we did in yoga
goes hand in hand with what our Sports
Psychologist, Carlene Sugarmann says
about breathing. It really just relaxes
and calms you down," Couch said.
Yoga, translated literally means
"yoke," or "union," a reference to the
connection between body and mind. The
connection develops through awareness
of breath and acheivement of this con
nection yields countless benefits.
Yoga classes are available on campus
Monday through Friday through the
Recreation department and through
USD's Drop-In Fitness program.
"I teach yoga from a physical fitness
standpoint as opposed to a philosophical
one," David Freeman, fitness coordina
tor, said. "We've got a lot of yogis on
campus and our classes are the same
quality as those around San Diego."
"The benefits of yoga for ath
letes are the same as the ben
efits of yoga for everyone.
Improved flexibility and
meantal focus are the most
obvious benefits, which
can help reduce the potential
for injury and improve perfor
mance," Carlisle said.
"We are off to a great start and the
team is really coming together as a
whole. We have a lot of veteran leader
ship both on the offense and defensive
side of the game," Couch said.
The breath conscious and flexible
Torero baseball team is back in action
today as they kick off a four-game series
at home against Virginia Commonwealth
University at 2 p.m.
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Toreros rebound with big win over Pepperdine
BY KEVIN NGUYEN
STAFF WRITER

Following a dissappointing
71-66 loss to Loyola Marymount last Saturday at the
Jenny Craig Pavillion, the USD
Toreros quickly rebounded
Monday when they played host
to Pepperdine.
The USD Toreros (15-11
overall, 5-6 WCC) handed
the Pepperdine Waves (6-21
overall, 2-9 WCC) their fifth
consecutive lost.
Torero center Nir Cohen
had a solid first, half, finishing
with 12 points and six boards
while shooting 70 percent
from the free-throw line.
Guard and teammate Ross
DeRogatis chipped in with 12
points, two rebounds and three
assists.
Although the first
half
ended for the Toreros with a
favorable five-point
lead, it
did not begin that way. Pep
perdine scored the first points
of the evening and took a 23-6
lead midway through the first
half.
Costly mistakes by the
Waves sent several Toreros to
the foul line, allowing USD to
cut the defecit to nine points at
the 7:40 mark.
With less than three minutes
in the half and the Waves lead
ing 27-28, Nir Cohen surged
the lane for a lay-up that gave
the Toreros a one-point lead,
their first of the game.
In the final minute of the
half, Pepperdine coach Vance
Walberg was issued a techni
cal foul for mouthing off to
the referee which led to Ross
DeRogatis hitting a pair of
free throws and ending the
half at 40-35.
Pepperdine leaders at the
half included guard Gregg

Barlow with nine points and
guard Chase Griffin with four
rebounds.
The Toreros led the Waves
in free throw percentage 70
percent to 60 percent, but
trailed in total field goal per
centage 41.2 percent to 36.7
percent.
In the second half the
Waves would never see the
lead again. In fact, the Toreros
began to pad the score at one
point leading by as much as
13, midway through the half.
The Waves would eventually
cut the Torero lead to 66-55
at the 10:50 mark, the closest
they would get for the rest of
the game.
In the last four minutes, the
Toreros stretched their lead
to 16, their largest lead of the
night. USD closed the game
out with a resounding 97-85
victory over the dwindling
Waves who have fallen to the
bottom of the WCC.
The Toreros had five play
ers end the night in double
digits for scoring and two
with double-doubles in points
and rebounds; De'Jon Jackson
(10), Ray Murdock (10), Ross
DeRogatis (25) Gyno Pomare
(16 points, 14 rebounds),
Nir Cohen (24 points, 14 re
bounds). Marvin Lea led the
Waves in scoring at the end of
the night with 19 points and
six rebounds.
The Toreros will embark on
a road trip to Northern Cali
fornia where they will visit a
talented Santa Clara team (187 overall, 8-2 WCC) on Feb.
17 at 7 p.m.
The Toreros return to action
at the Jenny Craig Pavillion on
Feb. 24 where they will play
ZACH 0RMSBY/THE VISTA
host to the Portland Pilots at 7
USD guard Ray Murdoch slices through the Pepperdine defense and scores a crafty basket.
p.m.

Fiji destroys Samoa to win USA Rugby World Sevens Tourney
BY SAM WOOLEY
STAFF WRITER

I' ""1""

This weekend San Diego
played host to an action-packed
leg of the World Rugby Sevens
tour. Saturday offered prelimi
nary pool matches, and the top
two teams of each of the four
brackets advanced to the win
ner's bracket on Sunday.
Sixteen teams turned out their
•7,country's best seven side squads
m 4
for the event. Some of the more
notable teams included South
Africa, Australia, New Zealand,
Fiji, Samoa and England. Un
derdogs Kenya and Scotland
provided two of the biggest
upsets of the tournament, each
of them posting big wins over
powerhouse Australia.
The Kenyan fans were perSAM W00LEV/THE VISTA
The Fijian team goes through their pregame routine as they huddle up to raise their intensity.

^P5,"* drivi"8 f°ree of
fledgling team; hundreds of
them set up a

»]jttie Nairobi" in

a large section of the stadium.
The US squad posted a grati
fying win over Portugal, taking
the shield section of the loser's
bracket. Tonga came out on top
with a last minute and somewhat
controversial try to overcome
Argentina for the bowl section
of the loser's bracket.
Scotland put up an excellent
fight against the South African
Springboks, but eventually fell
to the more powerful rugby jug
gernaut. It was the Fijian team,
however, that stole the tour
nament. No one could match
the stature and strength of the
mighty Pacific nation's squad,
who overcame Samoa in the
Cup final with a 35-24 win.
The Fijian fans deserve men
tion as well; they created quite
a presence as they screamed
"Fiji" and sang national songs at
the top of their lungs.
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SPORTS EDITOR

USD Baseball drops rubber game
to USC 4 - 3
Following a slight rain delay, the
No. 17 ranked USD Toreros (6-3)
took the field against USC (5-3) last
Sunday at Cunningham Stadium. In a
game that would decide the series, the
Toreros were tough-luck losers, fall
ing to the Trojans 4 - 3 in 10 innings.
After a three-run surge by USC
in the third inning, a pitching dual
ensued for the next five innings before
Logan Gelbrich smashed a two-run
homerun, his first of the season, in the
bottom of the eighth.
The Toreros pushed the game into
extra innings in the bottom of the ninth
on a RBI double by Jordan Abruzzo.
USC scored the games final run off
Anthony Slama in the top of the tenth
and went on to blank the Toreros in
the bottom of the inning to win the
series 2 - 1.
The USD baseball team returns
to action today when they play host
to Virginia Commonwealth in a four
game seris that ends Sunday at Cun

USD Men's tennis defeats UNLV 5-2
USD's Men's tennis won their second
straight match last Saturday afternoon,
defeating visiting UNLV 5-2. The To
reros won four of six matches Saturday,
earning the doubles point with wins at
No. 1 and No. 2 doubles. Thomas Liversage and Chris Coetzee lead set the
tempo for the match, with both players
winning their singles matches and then
teaming up for an 8-3 victory at No. 1
doubles. USD will host UC Riverside
next Friday, Feb. 16 at 1:30 pm.
USD Women's tennis loses to
Arizona 4 - 3
USD Women's tennis lost their second
match of the season to Arizona 4 - 3 last
Saturday morning at the USD West Tennis
Courts. The Torero double's tandem of
Samantha Mouly and Monica Wiesener
won their match at No. 1 doubles and
then proceded to win their respective
singles matches. USD's third and final
singles win came from the racket of Zoe
Taylor. The Women's tennis is back on
the court this Sun., Feb. 18, where they
will play host to LMU at 10 a.m.

Are you a Communication Major interested in Sports
Journalism?

The Vista is looking for energetic and enthusiastic students with a
background or interest in Torero Athletics.

Join us this Tuesday for our weekly writer's meeting (12:30pm.
UC114b) and learn how you can start a career Sports Journalism and earn
up to 3 Communication units.

PLEASE,

Recycle your
Vista.

RYAN FISHER/THE VISTA

Matt Couch went seven and a third innings allowing three runs on four hits.

SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE! CAMP WAYNE
FOR GIRLS
-Children's sleep-away camp, Northeast
Pennsylvania (6/16-8/12/07)
If you love children and want a caring, fun
environment we need Counselors and Instructors
for: Tennis, Swimming, Golf, Gymnastics, Nature/
Camping, Cheerleading, Drama, High & Low
Ropes,TeamSports, Waterskiing,Sailing, Painting/
Drawing, Ceramics, Silkscreen, Printmaking,
Batik, Jewelry, Calligraphy, Photography,
Sculpture, Guitar, Aerobics, Self-Defense, Video,
Piano. Other staff: Administrative, CDL Driver
(21+), Nurses (RN's and Nursing Students), Chef's
Asst, Bookkeeper, Mothers' Helper. On campus
Interviews March 1st.
Select The Camp That Selects The Best Staff!
Call 1.215.944.3069 or
apply at www.campwaynegirls.com

Advertisements
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Are you interested
in Advertising?
Markerting?

The Vista
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'eV & Bus

Need some business
experience?

The Vista
needs advertising
representatives.

*• %ts •*

Work with local and national
companies while gaining valuable
work experience.
Passes on sale at the UC Ticket Office

Contact Ad Manager,
Liz Gonzalez at 619-260-4714 or email at lgonzalez@usdvista.com

www.sdcommute.com or 1-800-COMMUTE

steratsea.org

around the world with

semester sea
tSreal wall of China

the Taj Mahal

Egyptian pyramids

Imagine a semester where you travel the globe experiencing a diversity of cultures and some of the world's greatest
wonders, while earning credits toward your degree. Each fall, spring and summer semester up to 700 undergraduate
students live and learn together aboard the MV Explorer, Semester at Sea's floating campus. Our 100-day Fall 2007
voyage will visit Mexico, Japan, China, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Myanmar, India, Egypt, Turkey, Croatia, and Spain.
Study global issues, interact with people around the world and have the most exciting and rewarding semester of
your college experience.
For more information, call toll free:
or visit us on the web at

, email
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